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H. M.

c.:
By

Twenty-Five Years
HENRY

s.

HALL, JR.

As

FAR as I can recall, the first thought of a mountaineering club
at Harvard occurred to a party of graduates and undergraduates
one lovely August afternoon in 1923 at timberline in the Canadian
Rockies. The party, including the late Henry B. de Villiers-Schwab,
Dana B. Durand, and the writer, were coming out from the first
ascent of Mt. Clemenceau. Inspired by this, one of the finest and least
known views in the Rockies, we were moved to the feeling that the
mountains and climbing should become better known to the young
men in college who still had summer vacations ahead of them. Dana
went home firmly determined to look up those similarly minded in
college.
It was not until November, 1924, however, that the first small
group gathered at my house in Cambridge. The late John D. ("Dan")
Baldwin, lawrence Coolidge, Dana Durand, Lem Harris, Os Field,
Joe Johnson, Hap Kennard, and a few others were among the first to
come. The meetings, at which there were soon illustrated talks,
brought only six or a dozen to my house at first but grew steadily in
numbers until they had to be transferred by the end of the second
winter to a larger gathering place in the college. Baldwin, Harris and
Johnson were elected the first president, vice-president, and secretarytreasurer respectively. Winter trips te the White Mountains were
made mostly on snowshoes. Skiing did not begin to come in much
before the late twenties. Rock climbing and winter ice climbing also
began about the second or third year. Before that we gathered mostly
to hear about the climbs of the previous summer in the Alps or the
Rockies, or to make plans for the next season. Harris, Field, and
Kennard were the next three presidents, followed by lincoln O'Brien
for two years, who was very active and ambitious and brought the
club to a new height of activity and numbers, so much so that there
was temporarily danger of the climbing club giving way to a mere
outing club - a danger happily avoided.
In June, 1927, the first issue of Harvard Mountaineering came out,
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probably the first college publication in this country devoted to
climbing. It has appeared since when material, interest, and finances
have permitted: in 1928, 1932, 1936, 1939, 1943, 1.945, 1947 and
1949. The isslfes have been devoted chiefly to the exploits of the
members themselves, in the big mountains and locally, and constitute
a most impressive record of mountaineering achievement.
Many members who have continued to climb have sooner or later
joined the American Alpine Club, with which the H. M. C. has always maintained a close and mutually beneficial association. There
are over forty members of A. A. C. now who began their climbing
with the H. M. C. Many others, due to force of circumstances, did
not go on with climbing after college, but a number of these still
have an armchair interest and are included among the graduate
members.
Presidents of the club after O'Brien were Dana Durand, Alden
Megrew, Brad Washburn (for three years), Arthur Emmons, Bill
Loomis, Colin Maclaurin, Orville Emmons, Dave Stacey, John Notman,
.Maynard Miller, Andy Kauffman, Bill Putnam, Joe Fitzgerald, then
a lapse of three war years, during which the breath of life was kept
up by two or three old hands, then Putnam again, Bill Latady, John
Ross, and now lowell Chamberlain. Other officers and members, too
numerous to list here, were almost equally active and influential in
carrying on the club, and its, and their own mountaineering activities.
The H. M. C. in the first quarter century of its continuous existence
has certainly had its finger on the pulse of American mountaineering.
A few highlights can be recalled. In 1927 Ostheimer's party out
from Jasper in the Canadian Rockies, made twenty-seven first ascents,
probably an all-time record for a single season. In 1932 the ascent of
Minya Konka (24,900 feet) in western China by Terris Moore's
party was a magnificent feat. Moore had climbed Sangay and
Chimborazo in Ecuador in 1929, as well as Bona and Fairweather in
Alaska with A. A. C. parties in 1930 and 1931. In 1934 Houston's
party climbed Mt. Foraker (17,000 feet) in the Alaska Range, and
Mt. Crillon was finally conquered by Washburn's party with Carter
and Holcombe. In 1936 Nanda Devi (25,645 feet), the highest
summit ever reached, fell to Odell and Tilman of the AngloAmerican party, initiated by loomis, Houston, Emmons, and Ca:rter
of H. M. C. In 1938 Houston, Bates, and House with others made
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a determined attempt on the second highest mountain in the world,
1<2 (28,250 feet) and reached 26,000 feet. In 1939 members of the
Cabot-HaIl-Wood party ascended the highest peak of the Sierra
Nevada de Santa Mata (18,954 feet), highest group on the East coast
of South America. Other great Alaskan peaks such as Lucania,
Steele, Bertha, and Hayes fell to parties of Washburn, Bates, and
Wood in the years 1937-1941. In 1942 H. M. C. members led the
third ascent of .Mt. McKinley on the U. S. Army's equipment-testing
expedition. All these and many other climbs were carried out either
wholly or partly by H. M. C. parties, often with A. A. C. members
and others.
During the "recent war many members and former members were
in the Mountain Troops, and several helped develop the mountain
and cold climate equipment for the army and air forces. At least six
members gave their lives in the war.
With the return to peace, the dub has been restored to a size and
vigor even. greater than in most of the pre-war years. Among expeditions of the last three summers have been the ascent of Mt. St.
Elias in 1946, two very successful parties to the Scimitar glacier
group in the Coast Range of British Columbia in 1947 and 1948, a
range pioneered by Hall and· others in pre-war years, Northern and
Southern Selkirks by Kauffman's parties, Lloyd George Mts., Alaskan
glacier studies and climbing in many areas by Field, Miller and
others. Miller with Prof. Nichols visited in early 1949 the littleknown icecap in P~!agonia. .Latady and Dodson visited Palmerland
in the Antarctic with. the Ronne Expedition in 1947-48, and made
several first ascents. Washburn climbed both peaks of Mt. McKinley
in 1947.
Local climbing on good .rock with experience in the 'handling of

rop~, .piton, arid karabiner, and winter snow and ice climbing with
ice-axe',rope, ibd crampon, have given many members the foundation
for later real mountaineering in a safe and competent manner in the
high peaks. Th~' record of the club's members on all continents and
in many ranges is one in which we can take justifiable pride. Let
us hope that the third quarter century will bring world conditions
in which our members can continue to enjoy the mountains and add
to the enviable record of the club's first twenty-five years. Parties of
members twice visited the Caucasus, in 1929 and 1930. May we
hope that they will be able to go there sometime again?
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Two Summers
W. V.

1n

the Coast Range

GRAHAM MATHEWS

N THE spring of 1947 William 1. Putnam organize.d a~ exped~tion
to the Coast Range of British Columbia with the objective of cltmbing the peaks east of Mt. Waddington, the magnificent apex of the
Coast Range. The party was finally composed of nine men and one
Jog: Fred Beckey, Harry C. King, Francis P. Magoun,. III, W.
Lawrence Miner, Jr., Charles Shiverick II, Leonard J. W111chester,
David Michael and me, and a voracious malemute, Skagway. Our
plan was to take pack horses down the west branch of t~e .Homathko,
set up a base camp at the junction of Catar.act and SC1mlt~r Creeks,
and a high camp on the Upper Tellot GlaCier. At Beckey s suggestion arrangements were made for an air drop' of some 800 Ibs .. of
food and equipment on the Tellot at the site of our proposed high
camp. Thus on June 21 the advance party of Putnam, Beckey, and
l'.1iner flew in over the Tellot from Williams Lake and successfully.
dropped their bundles. After re~urning to Williams Lake,. the~ dro.ve
on to Tatla Lake and there began the arduous fifty-eight mile trIp With
the packtrain into base camp. High water, windfalls, devil's cl~b,
swamps, and river crossings were constant problems and below TWist
Lake a tremendous rockslide coming out of Cat Creek had changed
the course of the Homathko, effectively washing away the trail arid
cecessitating a day and a half of hard work coestructing an ~n~irely
new trail high above the river through a rockslide. One horse 111Jured
his foot so severely that he had to be left behind, but the rest came
through safely. Below Crazy Creek they made another hazardous
crossing of the Homathko, proceeded along the left .bank until nearly
opposite the mouth of Scimitar Creek, and there buIlt a raft to ferry
the supplies once again across the Homathko. By June 30 they
managed to get up Scimitar Creek to base camp, .hav111g completed
the fifty-eight mile trip in the rather good time of eight days.

I

After Beckey and Miner had taken a twenty-one hour trip up to
Pocket Valley in an attempt to scale Frontier Mountain, all three,
with Skagway, proceeded to high camp to recover the drop. After
an exhausting and almost night-long trip they pitched camp on the
[ 9}

Upper Tellot only to awaken in the morning to a driving snowstorm.
Hurriedly they gathered as many' as possible of the bundles and retreated to the mountain tents before the increasing fury of the storm.
The storm continued unabated, and after three days they had had it:
with visibility at zero on July 5 they made a tedious descent to the
relative comforts of base camp, where the bad weather continued.
In the meantime, the rest of us had met Batice Dester and Dave

Wilson on thei~j return from guiding the advance party, and we now
pushed along steadily with seventeen horses to base camp, arriving
there on July 10. Almost immediately we began making ready to leave
for high camp on the morrow; by morning, however, it was storming, and we could see fresh snow low on Mt. Projectile across the
valley. The packtrain left for Tatla Lake, taking with them Larry
Miner, who had to leave due to illness. For almost a week the bad
weather continued, effectively barring our approach to the Upper
Tellot. We did little more than try to keep dry, with some occaSlOnal hunting and several abortive attempts to climb the still unscaled and spectacular monolith at the snout of the Scimitar Glacier,
when the weather permitted. Finally, on July 15 the weather showed
signs of definite improvement, and. the next morning six of us set
off for high camp, while Putnam and Shivcrick headed for the Sunrise Glacier to explore and climb in the eastern portion of the
Cataract Peaks, setting a rendezvous at high camp four days later.
The deep snow, brilliant sunshine, and heavy packs made the climb
the Upper Tellot an ordeal. Nearly fourteen hours after leaving
base camp we wearily pulled into what was supposed to be high
camp: only a vast expanse of unbroken snow greeted us, for three
feet or more of snow had obliterated all traces of our tents and
supplies. In the gloom which matched our feelings we hastily pitched
our mountain tents and sacked in, three to a tent, to catch some fitful

to
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sleep.
The next morning we began to ap:)reciate the magnificence of the
country surrounding us. We were camped on the glacier just below
the shoulder of Dragonback, and from our elevation of well over
10,000 ft. commanded a view of almost all of the Cataract Peaks as
well as Mt. Projectile across Scimitar Creek and also the imposing
peaks above Five Finger Creek. After turning the shoulder of
Dragonback we saw the tremendous north walls of the Tiedemann
[ 11
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group: III the distance were Mt. Tiedemann and Asperity, while
nearer were the first three of Sierra's five peaks, Stiletto Needle,
Stiletto, and Dentiform. Below us to the southeast stood the jagged
Claw Peaks. At once we realized that the climbing difficulties would
be great.
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At this time our food, of course, was entirely cold and very limited
in both variety and amount - pulverized ryecrisp, butter, sardines, fig
puddings, chocolate bars, and a few dehydrated vegetables. Fortunately we could secure a reasonable amount of water from our melt
tarp. We were able to work pretty hard on this meager fare surprisingly enough.

~

~

~

On July 18 we started climbing in earnest, Magoun, Michael, and
I going to Mt. ~hand, while the others proceeded to the Tellot Peaks.
We had an easy time of it, as a good but steep snow slope led us
onto the southwest face where broken rock took us quickly to the
summit, though an occasional icy spot prevented our unroping. In
the meantime the others were having an exciting time on the Tellots.
After climbing the west peak, which was scaled in a bitter wind but
otherwise offered few difficulties, they cut through a col to the base
of East Tellot. Here a 45 0 ice slope necessitated much steep chopping Gf Beckey and the placing of three pitons. King worked hard
going up a series of arduous cracks, and they gained the summit, so
small that only one at a time could stand on it.
The next morning, July 19, we awoke to find oursehTes in the
douds, but as they showed promise of breaking up, we pn:;pared to
climb. Beckey, Magoun, and Winchester went· Over to Dentiform,
while King, Michael, and I descended the Tellot glacier to try Cia""
Peak. The swirling mists soon dissipated and left us in brilliant sun[ 12]
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As we searched the glacier we were glad to find a few bundles of
food and gear, the latter almost useless, as our stoves were buried.
Then we commenced endless and fruitless probing in the area Beckey
thought most likely concealed our camp. We also began the excavation of a snow cave to ease our crowded tents. In the afternoon
Beckey, .King, and Magoun climbed the west peak of Mt. McCormick
(ca. 10,500 ft.), hoping that it was higher than its neighbor. A few
scant feet justified their choice, and they strengthened their claim by
erecting a large caim.
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shine. We made good progress up the lower part of Claw Peak after
crossing the bergschrund, but by the time we climbed to the first step
on the west ridge we realized tennis shoes and pitons we did not
have would definitely be. advisable; so we plodded back up the glacier
to continue probing and finish our snow cave.
Meanwhile, the others were working on Dentiform. A steep ice
slope gave way to broken rock which took them to within 100 ft. of
the summit. Here, after changing to sneakers, Beckey, with a
shoulder-stand from Magoun who was tied in to two pitons, inched
his way along a lichen-covered friction slab. More visible holds
fortunately soon appeared, and the summit once gained was adorned
with a large cairn. On their return to camp they joined the rest of
us in our bootless probing until Putnam and Shiverick arrived, without a stove, from Camp Sunrise, where they reported fine climbing.
They also reported havillg climbed Mt. Schultz and Mt. Isolation,
subsequently named Mt. Charles Shiverick. All hands joined in
probing, but we soon gave up all hope of finding our lost camp. We
estimated we had about enough food for four days, so it was decided
that four of us would go to Camp Sunrise and the others remain at
high camp, all to climb as much as possible in the next four days
and then meet in base camp.
Thus the next morning Putnam, Magoun, Michael, and I left for
Camp Sunrise. On the way we deposited our heavy packs on a rock
outcrop and attacked Mt. Heartstone (ca. 10,000 ft.). Broken rock
offered easy access to a narrow ridge, where the climbing became
more strenuous. Putnam, with a good belay, crossed an awkward gap
between two blocks and gained a small col whence a satisfactory rock
pitch and a steep snow slope brought us to the summit. On the
descent I spied an enormous boulder strikingly shaped like a heart,
which provided the necessary inspiration for a name - an inspiration
which, as the number of peaks climbed increased, was often hard to
come by. It was not until 7 :00 P. M. that we reached Camp Sunrise,
so named because the sun appeared to rise twice there. The sun was
still shining on camp as we prepared to have our first hot meal since
leaving base camp. Putnam and Shiverick had built an elegant igloo
by rolling snowballs together, and this with our mountain tent made
a fine base for two days of concentrated climbing. On July 21 while
Putnam and Michael were making a long trek to climb Mt. Mercator
[ 14 ]

and do extensive mapping from its summit, Magoun and I found the
defenses of The Four Guardsmen an exciting challenge. For two
and a half hours we toiled up a snow slope and narrow couloir, then
traversed around a formidable cornice to gain another snowfield only
to find our way soon blocked by a rock wall. A difficult ,slab and
chimney led us to a narrow ridge up which w~ worked a cheval.
Thence a Mummery crack and another a cheval pItch led us to a fabulously exposed ledge. Once across this we gained some scree to a
chimney easy except for the chocks tone and then climbed rapidly over
broken rock to the summit where we built a cairn. On the descent
rappelshelped us avoid some of the difficulties, and a traverse dangerously close to a cornice cut out th~ arduous Mummery crack. A
fifteen minute glissade down the couloIr and snowslope was welcome
despite the snow slides which accompanied us.
On July 22 Putnam and Michael put in a strenuous day making
five first ascents. They were almost turned back on Mt. Despair but
finally found the key in a hidden chimney. Then they climbed Mt.
Cowan and in the afternoon roared up Mt. Hall and Peaks 5 and 5S,
not ret~rning to camp until late. Magoun and I had set off early in
j he morning mists to climb Mt. Williams which Putnam had vaguely
described to us. We toiled up a borIng snow slope and caught a
glimpse of an easy rock ridge and uninspiring summit ab~ve ~s. It
seemed so uninteresting that we were about to turn back In dISgust
when· a farther summit appeared through the clouds. As we climbed
higher still another and more distant summit appeared. Our boring
hill had turned into a fine climb which required some three hours of
delicate rock work along a knife-edge before we reached the apex.
On July 23, in accordance with our plans, we broke camp and
made our way through tangled crevasses in a snowstorm to the lower
Cataract Glacier where we saw the others strangely silent. They broke
the tragic news of Charlie Shiverick's death in an avalanche on Serra
II. Stunned, we learned that they had made a fine ascent of Claw
Peak, had reconnoitred Serra, and then, while proceeding up arid
across a broad and steep snow slope on the sO].ltheast face of
Serra II, had had the whole slope break out from under them.
Beckey and Winchester were carried down 1000 ft. until thei: r~pe
miraculously snagged on an ice pinnacle, while King and Sh~ver~ck
were stopped by a rock island after a fall of some 800 ft. Shivenck
[ 15 ]

struck the rocks with such force that his injuries proved fatal, while
Beckey suffered cracked ribs, Winchester terribly lacerated hands, and
King a badly wrenched shoulder. After this news we glumly went
down to base camp. By morning Putnam had decided that he and
Michael would leave immediately for Tatla Lake; the rest of us
would remain to await developments.
On July 25, while the others were recuperating, Magoun and I
walked up to Pocket Valley to search for a campsite and do some
hunting, the latter without success. By July 28 everyone was fit
enough to move, and we reached our campsite late at night after
an icy tyrolean traverse of the creek. With the blessing of a· week of
good weather we managed to climb six peaks. Beckey, Magoun, and I
finally subdued Frontier Mountain on July 29; while we rested the
next day, King and Winchester climbed Mt. Delusion. On the 31st
we all went up to the Upper Parallel Glacier, where we divided after
lunch; Beckey, Magoun, and Winchester went to climb Hermit Peak,
King and I to Threshold, the latter proving an exhilarating climb.
After forcing our way across a difficult bergschrund we traversed a
steep snow slope to happier looking rock, and climbed on this until
a sheer wall forced us onto a snow finger. Then, with King furnishing a bombproof belay from behind a block underneath an overhang,
I scrambled up dangerously loose reck to the base of a steep wall
composed of several tiny ledges, each consisting of layers of horizontal but rotten rock. King moved up to belay again. By hanging
on with· one hand it was possible to discard enough of the loose
blocks to get temporarily firm holds. King sat out this bombardment
with equanimity and then repeated the process for himself. We were
now faced with the alternative of a pitch some sixty-five feet high
who::e only weakness was a strenuous layback crack or a traverse over
towards the Scimitar Glacier. One glance at the latter was enough, so
I worked some twenty feet up the layback crack before realizing that
further progress without a piton for protection would be rather unpleasant. The placing of a piton took my remaining energy, and I
retreated. A second attempt, however, brought success, but only with
the help of an extremely dubious turf handhold which made us
happy that no other had to rely on it. Easier climbing then took us
to the summit at 6:25 P. M., where we reveled in the late sunshine.
Rappels ~nd a con.trolled glissade brought us to the bergschrund again
where K111g proVIded the most hilarious moment of the summer by

taking a mighty leap across the schrund and plunging into the snow
up to his waist, extricating himself only with great difficulty and· with
the aid of considerable strong language. We met Winchester, then
Beckey and Magoun who had made a brief reconnaissance of the
route to Mt. Roovers, and under beautiful stars and later some moonlight trudged wearily back to camp, arriving there by 1: 15 A. M.
The next day we of course rested, while King supplemented our
rapidly diminislling supplies by a porcupine and some marmots. In
the afternoon ~ Flying Fortress circled over us at a great height,
causing much speculation. On August 2 Beckey and Magoun climbed
Outpost, and Winchester, due to food running out, returned to base
camp. Beckey followed the next day, and King, Magoun, and I prepared to start for Mt. Roovers at 12 :45 A. M. on August 4. By
8: 00 A. M. we were on the rock and some seven hours later reached
the 10,700 ft. summit. After more than 27 hours of steady going
we wandered into camp, more asleep than awake, slept for nine
hours, then packed back to base camp where we were surprised to
find Batice Dester and Dave Wilson with Constable Turnbull of the
B. C. Provincial Police who brought instructions that Shiverick's
body. was, if possible, to be brought out. We lost no time in making
clear the tremendous difficulties involved and the additional men· and
equipment needed. In the ensuing two weeks planes dropped food
and messages in quantity, but the fact that the evacuation was not
executed must be attributed, I believe, to the divergent plaps and the
unsolved problem of establishing reliable communication with the
people on the outside. In the end Don Munday and Neal Carter
were flown into the Tiedemann Glacier by heliocopter;' they examined
the situation, and very properly concluded that removal of the body
was not worth the attendant risk.
While awaiting evacuation developments, we had time to do more
climbing. On August 11 Magoun filmed Beckey and King re-climbing
Claw Peak; then, in compliance with a message saying that it was
imperative we be on the Tiedemann Giacier, we descended and
established a camp on the medial moraine. On the 13th we put in a
big day: at 5:40 A. M. we were off to climb 12,400 ft. Mt. Asperity;
precarious snow- and rock-climbing, the hazard of rock-fall and an
icy north wind made the ascent exhausting. We were thankful to be
back safely in camp at 9:00 P. M. By August 20 Munday and Carter
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had come and gone, and evacuation plans were abandoned; King and
Magoun joined Lippmann and Gates of the Sierra Club party, which
had arrived some two weeks previously, in making a fine ascent of
Stiletto Needle. Beckey and I found our every attempt to climb
Stiletto itself frustrated by bad weather or fresh snow. With time
running out we returned to base camp and by August 23 were on our
way back to Tatla Lake. At the Homathko Beckey and I left for a
three day trip into the Five Finger Creek country, successfully making
the first ascent of Pagoda Peak. With light packs we hiked out to
Tatla Lake in three days, well pleased with our record of twenty-four
first ascents, but disconsolate over the tragic loss of Charlie Shiverick,
and little thinking that the next summer would see another H. M. C.
expedition in the same area.
By the next spring, however, the lure of the Coast Range proved
irresistible. King and I organized a party of George I. Bell and~
James C. Maxwell of the H. M. C. and William C. Fix, President of
the Y. M. C. Profiting from our previous experience, we planned an
air drop on the Upper Tellot and another on the Bell Glacier. With
Dave Wilson as packer, we left Tatla on July 16. The floods which
had ravaged the Pacific Northwest had not spared the Homathko
Valley. Before we' reached Crazy Creek, after nearly losing one horse
in the swift waters, Dave Wilson regretfully said that the horses
could go no farther., After sending Dave back with instructions to
Queen Charlotte Airlines to postpone the drops, !Ve laboriously relayed 700 Ibs. of load to base camp through rockslides, jungle, and
swamps along the right bank of the Homathko. We were relieved to
reach base camp with all the gear on July 22. Bell and I left on July
23 to recover the Bell Glacier drop. Bad weather delayed the scheduled day until the 28th, and when the plane came over; it dropped
nothing. Disconsolate, we started back to base camp, meeting the
others at the mouth of Pocket Valley. Across the roaring creek we
exchanged identical sad stories: nothing had been dropped, and the
only logical assumption seemed to be that the pilot had been unable
to spot the drop areas. Only some two months later in Vancouver
were we to learn that while the pilot had easily located us, several
downdrafts precluded any attempt at dropping the supplies. At base
camp we reluctantly made plans for leaving, as our food stock was
almost gone. But on August 1 I caught a brief glimpse of a plane
flying near the Tellot, and early the next day Bell and Fix hiked up

and returned with the glad tidings. We left at. once for the Bell
Glacier and despite rpore bad weather successfully recovered the. drop
b August 7, and established a camp well above the Bell GlaCier at
y
Cut Col . Bell and Fix left for Mt. Remote and successfully
Short
.
.
climbed that 11,000 ft. peak, doing considerable ma?pmg I~ the
In the meantime' King
process..
. " Maxwell and I had clImbed
bl RIbbon
M
Peak without particular stram, Maxwell and I had no t.rou eon .. t.
Privation; and King and Maxwell found Mt. H~rdsll1p an eXCItmg
climb. From odr camp we had plenty of opportunIty to ~bserve route
possibilities on Mt. Geddes. On August 11 Bell and FIX met us at
mp and we all started back for base camp. Bell was eager to try
Geddes, so he and I left our packs at the
at 2: 45 P. M. and
started climbing at a furious rate. Eighty-five mmutes late~ we su~
prised everyone including ourselves by. reaching the summIt of thIS
imposing mountain without even ropmg up. We hasten~d on to
Camp Inspiration above the Parallel Glacier to· spend the nI~h:, and
then in deteriorating weather hiked back to base camp to. Jom the
others, who had been frustrated by the same bad weather m an attempt on Mt. Cornelia.

~t.

co~

Bad weather kept us in base camp until the evening of August 16
when we hiked to the Lower Cataract Glacier. The next day the
route to Cataract Col required careful route finding due to the rapidly
disappearing snowbridges, but by late afternoon we had placed a
comfortable camp on the ridge of Dragonback, happy that we had
avoided ca:mping on snow the entire summer. On August 18 we
consolidated camp and generallt loafed, though Maxwell found
energy enough to romp solo to the summit of Dragonback.
With fine weather on August 19 we were eager to do the necessary
reconnaissance on the Serras and Stiletto. Bell, Fix, and I hiked to the
Stiletto-Serra Col, and at once saw that fresh snow made. any attempt
on Stiletto impossible. We traversed around the southeast face of
Serra I, and then gained the ridge to look at Serra II. The contrast
with the previous year was startling: instead of a snowslope we were
confronted by at least 750 feet of blue ice. This sight· rather dampened our enthusiasm for that possible route, but in the hopes of finding something more encouraging we proceeded to climb. ~erra I. It
proved to be a pleasant climb, somewhat harder than antICIpated, ?ut
the view from the top quickly eliininatedany thought of reachmg
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Serra II from that position. While on the summit a snowstorm blew
in with amazing speed, forcing us to make our way down over wet
lichen-covered rocks, which were quite treacherous.
The snow continued the next day, but relented momentarily on the
21st to allow Bell and Maxwell to climb the Tellot Peaks and Fix
and King to wander up Mt. Termination. Clearing weather on the
22nd was welcomed, and Fix, King, and I went over to the northeast faces of Serra II and III to seek a possible route. King showed
erthusiasm for a route up Serra III, but its exposure to a 4,000 ft.
drop to the Chaos Glacier alarmed me. An unbroken 400 ft. pitch of
55 0 ice above a bergschrund which would take us to a col between
Serra II and III seemed to offer the only other hope. Meanwhile Bell
and Maxwell climbed Claw Peak, rappelled down the east face and
forced a difficult route up the vertical face of needle-like Claw II.
That evening we discussed plans for attacking the Serras, but by
morning we found ourselves in a raging storm which at times reached
incredible violence: we had twelve tent poles break; Maxwell wa~
blown clean off his feet. The snow continued, eliminating any chance ~
of serious rock' work; with the weather still bad we left high camp
on the 26th for civiliZation. As we hiked out, still finding too much
deep water, the poor weather continued, not clearing until September 3. We had made six first ascents and six seconds - a creditable
record considering the twenty-one days of poor weather in August.

Across The Berl1ese Oberland
By

HASSLER WHITNEY

N RECENT. years the Alps have not been visited nearly as much
by Americans as they were formerly; they seem far away and
densely populated. One even has the impression that their freshness
is disappearing a4nd that perhaps they. are wearing out. I hope that
an account of a trip with Beatrice Howell and Bradley Gilman m
1939 may help dispel this feeling. Untrod den routes still remain for
him who cares to look for them, and the peaks furnish a beauty and
variety which perhaps is unequaled elsewhere.

I

Our first climb together that summer was a big ascent of a small
peak, the Tschingelhorn, by the complete W~st Ridge. The sensational part, which is almost never done, cons1sted of four and onehalf hours of clambering over fantastic gendarmes.
Beside the Tschingelhorn at the head of the Lauterbrunnen Valley
stands the majestic Lauterbrunnen Breithorn. From the new Schmadri
hut below it seems a towering mass of rock and snow. Brad and I
had studied the :10rth side the day before, and we hoped to make a
complete east-west traverse of the uppermost ridge. Our route started
up a snow slope and rock ridge, leading up to a small hanging glacier.
Across this we reached the tremendous final wall to the ridge, which
was a 500 foot high snow slope. With perseverance we mounted,
reaching the top and a sudden striking view of the BeitschhornAletschhorn Range. The long ride was alternately snow and rock. The
snow sectiocs were sharp with great drops on either side, but the rocky
parts were consistently difficult. The summit was reached over .thirteen
hours after we had left the hut; the descent of the other ridge took a
little over an hour .. This is one of the climbs on which I look back
with the greatest joy.
The Jungfrau from the Rottal furnished icy slabs, for one must
learn to be secure on all kinds of ground, great cliffs with fresh
snow, ice coated fixed ropes, and finally a promenade over a high
hanging glacier overlooking the grey-green expanse of Switzerland
to the north.
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Beatrice and I occupied the next few days by a quick' crossing of
the Monch, a glacier walk to the Finsteraarhorn hut, during which I
sank hip deep into glacier morass. Brad and I made an attempt on
th. e great southeast ridge .Of the Finsteraarhorn, but were stopped b~
threatening weather. Over the ordinary route up the peak as far a
the Hugisattel we next made a late morning climb to be stopped
there by wind and clouds. During the continued bad weather we
escaped from this region by crossing in the mist to the Oberaar hut,
guided the last part of the way by compass, and descended to the
Grimsel and Grindelwald. A few days later, seeing the sun again at
last, we made an afternoon ascent of the Klein Schreckhorn.
With a week of waiting and snow-wading behind us and Brad's
time nearly up I found it hard to prevail on him to make one last
climb with us, but the warm sun came to my rescue. At one o'clock
the next morning we were setting out for the Finsteraarhorn. To us,
who had come to the hut the day before, and were. approaching the
peak in the moonlight, its tremendous pyramid became more and
more gorgeous and impressive. I quote here from a description by
BeatriCe, "In the still~ cold air, with the crisp snow crunching regularly under our feet the rhythmic motion became a .pleasure. All perception of time was lost. Our progress seemed as steady. and almost
as effortless' as that of the last-quarter moon, which came wheeling
up behind the Nasse Strahlhorn. As we set out for a great climb
fairly and squarely on the glacier, the rhythm of the day struck at
once in a moderate stimulating effort. This escape from the usual
drudgery of moraine and the sullen early morning temper lent an enchantment to the hours before dawn. Our day, a distinct pattern
before us, was planned, and became spacious and leisurely with its
extension into these extra hours, no longer of darkness to our minds,
but of achievement."

After a short breakfast we attacked the ridge. The first section is
a lovely scramble on very b:roken rock with good holds. ~ext we
climbed a high e~panse of icy neve with crampons, reachlllg the
Hugisattel. The final rock ri~ge, t~en mostly snow, was sheer
pleasure. We reached the summit at nlll<;, twenty-fiv~. It was a magnificent day, but the wind was so strong that we did not stay long.
At eleven o'clock we were back at the Finsteraar hut, where a good
lu~ch and a nap were welcome.
While we were on the peak, I had examined the Fiesch glacier,
which seemed an interesting route down to the Rhone Valley. The
guardian of the hut said that this route ha~ not been use~' fo.r three
years because of the ice falls. But Tyndall s account o~ ~hmblllg. the
Finsteraarhorn and descending this glacier was too entIC1ng; beSIdes,
any other route to civilization was long and tiri~g. S~ we started
down at one o'clock. The first ice fall was easIly aVOided on the
right. Further down the enormous crevasses finally stopped. us. We
traversed to the left off the glacier, and descended the morame for a
distance. Back on the glacier we cut up and down ice flakes, until
once again we could walk rapidly downwards. We finally approached
the third ice fall. Escaping to the right, we squeezed out on the
moraine. A long tiring descent finally brought us to Fiesch at nine
in the evening, but the boredom of the' final walk was soon. dimmed
among the memories of such a wonderful trip.

At four o'clock we left the Finsteraarjoch, and after a short traverse started zigzagging up the great slope ending at the Agassizjoch,
between the Agassizhorn and the Finsteraarhorn. The mountains
behind us descended, and the morning light increased. Suddenly a
rosy glow from the sun appeared on the summit of the Finsteraarhorn. Higher up some jutting rock gave variety, for normally this is
mostly a rock climb. A last sharp climb, ending in a cut through a
small cornice, placed us on the col at six o'clock.
[ 22]
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NE morning early in January of 1947, Bob Dodson called me
from Washington, D. c., to ask if I would like to go to the
Ahtarctic with him. I immediately accepted, and three days later was
on my way south to join the expedition in Beaumont, Texas. All of
the other members of the expedition met there, and after much packing we managed to put out to sea on January 25th. The ship was
very heavily laden, for we had food and equipment to supply us for
a year and one-half. Twenty-three people, fifty-six dogs, three air·
planes, two weaselS, and large amounts of gasoline helped to sink
the ship nine inches below her water line.

O

We sailed almost due south for six weeks with stopovers in
Panama, Valparaiso, and Punta Arenas, finally arriving at Stonington
Island, Lat. 68° 12' S., Long. 67° 02' W., on March 12.* Here we

* Only in March can ships get into the continent, the coastal waters being
frozen over during the other eleven months of the year.
found one base, which had been set up in 1939 by part of the Byrd
Expedition. We moved ashore, and with much chopping and cleaning made the camp habitable again. Since the British had built another
base nearby, we had company during the whole year of our stay, thirtythree instead of the original twenty-three persons.

o

Joerg

..,
-?

plateau

0

Since geographical exploration entailed the greatest amount of
planning and involved most of the persons of the expedition, preparations were started as soon as the base was completely established and
in good running order. All of the trail equipment had to be overhauled so that it would stand up on the long 1200 mile trip that
was to come in the spring. Sleds had to be relashed, dog harnesses
sewed and fitted to the individual dogs, pemmican mixed, and packaged so that each dog would have a one-pound brick per day. Pemmican was also packaged for men to provide twelve:ounce portions
per day. The men, however, were privileged to have oatmeal, cocoa,
butter, biscuits, chocolate, bacon, and powdered milk. This diet was
adequate, and even too much when one was not travelling, but be[ 25 ]

came monotonous after severai weeks. The dogs worked hard, and
stayed healthy on their daily pound of pemmican, but nevertheless
gobbled up seal meat, whenever it was offered them.
During the darkness of the winter days and nights we worked out
the flight program so that the most flying could be done in the shortest time with the least amount of gasoline expended, of which airplane fuel we had less than we wanted. All of the camera equipment
for the aerial photographic program had to be checked, and many
new parts, necessary for the polar regions, made and fitted into the
plane. Emergency equipment for the plane and for the crews had to
be prepared and taken on all flights. If we had been forced down in
that lonely land, we probably would have had to walk out, and were
prepared to do so. For the plane we had engine heaters, engine
covers, and tins for draining the oil, which we heated separately. For
the men a complete set of trail gear was provided, consisting of skis,
a tent, sleeping bags, a sled, and thirty days food per man at 5,500
calories per day.
The U. S. Army Air Forces had lent us three airplanes for our
work. One was a Stinson L-5, which we used for local reconnaissance, local cache laying, and low altitude photcgraphy near the base.
The next in size was our cargo plane, a UC-64 Noorduyn, a high
winged, single-engined monoplane, which had been designed for the
Canadian bush for use throughout the year in northern latitudes.
This plane we used for hauling cargo and personnel to our meteorological· stations and gas caches. It was the work horse of the expedition. The third and largest plane was a twin-engined Beechcraft
C-45, fitted out with trimetrogon cameras for mapping. This fast
plane sat idle most of the time while the others did the work, flying
only the long southern flights to discover and photograph the new
land, and come back with all of the glory.

+Ship

+Base

NORTH EAST GLACI ER BEH I N DBASE

Running the camp entailed a great deal of work by all hands.
Each day a "detail" was posted for the necessary camp jobs. During
the winter we worked outside between blizzards. Some of the winds
were greater than 100 miles per hour. AlI water was supplied by
melting ice from the nearby glacier. The "ice detail" chopped pieces
of. the glacier into the ice sled, and with the weasel pulled the sled
to a position behind the bunk house, where a chute ran down to a
1,000~gallon tank behind the galley stove. A coil passing through the
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stove and the ice bin served to melt the ice and give us a continuous
supply of water. Coal, our only fuel for heating and cooking, we
brought in f rom dumps outside. All of our food was kept in a
cache several hundred feet from the buildings as insurance against loss
in case of fire. Weekly supplies were brought in beforehand to thaw.
Every day some member of the expedition, usually Commander Ike
Schlossbach, would go out to the ship to see that it was all right and
that there were no leaks and no fires.
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For three months the sun did not rise above the horizon. There
was not much incentive to get up early in the morning since there
was little light until ten 0' clock. We had breakfast at about this time,
and then proceeded at about ten-thirty to carry out the work of the
day. This was in contrast to later months, when we were up all night
flying. We chose our own time, some preferring Greenwich Mean
Time, and others using that of the sixtieth meridian, on which it was
finally decided to run the camp. Outside work stopped with the
fading .light about four-thirty in the afternoon. The evenings were
long during this period, and the days dragged. Games and. movies
three times a week helped tremendously to break up the monotony
for everyone.
With the coming of spring everyone was glad to be able to get
out of doors and enjoy the returning sun. As soon as the days had
lengthened, the trail parties started to leave for prearranged destinations. Dr. Bob Nichols and Bob Dodson left camp with fifteen dogs
and one month's supply of food to go south on a geological survey
of the coast as far south as Alexander I Island. They were to be supplied with more food at a later date so that they could spend 106 days
in the field.
On October 9 the main sledge party, consisting of Walter Smith,
Arthur Owen, Kenneth Butler, Douglas Mason and twenty-seven
dogs, left the base. They crossed the six thousand foot plateau of
the Palmer Peninsula, and dropped down to the shelf ice on. the other
side. They went south as far as the Cape Wheeler Weather Station,
and there stopped to replenish their food and fuel supply. This
weather station, about 125 miles southeast of the main base, had been
established with supplies and men flown over "The Hump." It
served two purposes; first, as a weather station for theWeddell Sea
area, and second, as a gas dump and food cache. It was necessary to
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have this meteorological station on ,the Weddell Sea, because the
weather there was sometimes entirely different from that on the other
side of the plateau at Marguerite Bay. We found that it snowed
more, that the mean temperature was lower, and that conditions for
landing airplanes were better on the Weddell Sea. Better weather
over a more southerly base for refueling after the flight over the
plateau were stifficient reasons for using Cape Keeler as the starting
poipt for all of our southern flights.
The southern sledge party, after a few days of rest, continued
south with loads averaging one hundred pounds per dog, the average
load at the start of any long sledge party, which does, of course,
diminish slowly as the food and fuel are used up. They went south
for 150 miles, where there was another cache for them, dropped by a
plane a month earlier, and well marked with gas drums and poles,
since it is very hard to find things in that vast country, even when
their approximate location is known. From this cache, which was
near Cape Fanning, the sledge party traveled another 200 miles south
as far as Gardner Bay, before they were compelled to return. They
took sun sights and bearings in the landmarks for use with aerial
photographs. They were in the field at the time when the long
southern flights were made. And so, had the C-45 met with any
trouble, and been forced to land in the vicinity, the sledge party
could have gone to the assistance of the air crew. Both the sledge
party and the air crews always carried a small,' portable,hand generated radio, which had a range of over 500 miles. The main trail
party was out for 106 days, and returned with all members in better
condition than when they had ,left.

William R. Latady

ANTARCTIC MOUNTAINS

On November 21 there was not a cloud in the sky. The base was
a beehive of activity. At eight o'clock the Noorduyn, took off for
Cape Keeler with Lt. Chas. Adams flying and Comdr. Schlossbach
co-piloting. Their fuel tanks were full, and in addition they had five
barrels of gasoline in the fuselage. Shortly thereafter, Comdr. Ronne,
Capt. Lassiter, and I took off in the Beechcraft.We met at Cape
Keeler, where we topped off our respective fuel tanks, and headed
south. The Noorduyn, being a' slow plane, left one and one-half
hours before we did. We said farewell to all of the Keeler Weather
Station crew, and followed along the coast. It was not a coastline
of trees, hills, and sandy beaches coming to the water's edge. As far
[ 31 ]

as one could see on the right side of .the plane interminable peaks
covered with snow and ice were intersected by great glaciers. The
monotony was brokn only by a few rocks exposed, the steepness of
which was so great that no snow could accumulate upon them. Below
us lay a flat plain of shelf ice, perhaps sixty feet above sea level,
stretching off to our left as far as the eye could follow, and eventually merging into the sea ice somewhere to the east. We flew for
two and one-half hours along this coast, navigating by capes and
mountains, which we recognized from photographs taken on the
United States Antarctic Expedition in 1939, and after passing Mt.
Tricorn, probably the most prominent feature on the coast, fle~ on
to what was later to be named Gardner Bay.
We saw the Noorduyn, and together we landed in Gardner Bay on
a smooth landing field, composed of one foot of soft powder on a
soft surface. After taking the usual round of pictures, we refueled
the Beechcraft from the barrels in the Noorduyn, and took off for
the south and unknown territory. Comdr. Schlossbach and Lt. Adams
had set up their trail radio, and were on "Stand By" as an advanced
radio station in case of need. We were taking every precaution possible to safeguard the long flight over the barren wastes. At first we
followed the mountain range to the south, but soon it swung to the
southwest until at last the range which had begun by running northsouth was running in an east-west direction. We followed it until
there was nothing in front of us but a great flat plain of snow as far
as we could see.
Here at Lat. 77° 30' S., and 72° W. we turned around, and headed
back until we were within sight of Gardner Bay and the shelf ice:
This time we continued along the shelf ice, which stretched on in a
southeasterly direction, following it for one hour and twenty minutes,
and then turning back because our fuel was low. At our turning
point we could see only shelf ice continuing in a straight line. We
met the other plane at Gardner Bay, and together headed back for
Cape Keeler. Thick cumulus clouds near Steel Island unfortunately
forced us to land and spend the night. As it was after midnight, we
were glad to return to the ground and eat something. Appetites
built up since breakfast that morning were slackened on filet mignon
fried in butter. Emergency gear provided us with shelter and comfort
then as at other times during the months to come~ Th", next morning
[ 32 ]

it was so foggy that we COUld. not· t.hink of flying any~here: We
were forced to sleep in, and enjoyed It. When the fog hfted m t~e
af ternoon , we were able to fly to Cape Keeler and then to the mam
b·ase. We had been gone only thirty-six hours, but had covered 2500
miles.
The next day I was busy with hypo, developer, 200 foot rolls of
nine and one-half inch film, and hundreds of buckets of water,
essing the aerial film. To our great relief all of the photographs
l
I
.h
proc
turne d out well , and we were able to use these pictures to he p. WIt
future plans. This flight was followed by six o~~ers over. a perIod of
two months. Every available flying day was utlhzed, unttl all of the
hi h octane gasoline had been used up. We were able to see an
450,000 square miles. of territory, mostly along the coast,
of which 250,000 square miles were unexplored.

es~mated

With the aerial photographic program finished I was at liberty' to
o out in the field and do some geological work and mountaineering.
started visiting the penguin rookery fot a week. These birds are
fascinating creatures to watch. The Adelie Penguin is only . about
eighteen inches tall, and has no fear of man an~ of very few oth~r
creatures. His enemies in the water, where he spends most of h1s
time, are the leopard seal and the octopus. Since these pengui~s swim
at the amazing speed of thirty miles per hour, very few antmals or
fish can catch them. The octopodes lie in wait for them behind rocks:
and catch the birds as they search for fish and crustaceans. The
penguins' curiosity is almost as great as that Of. human b~ings. On
one occasion, after taking movies of the pengums on the1r nests, I
looked behind me, and found one of the little birds, which was less
than three feet away, watching every move that I made, and looking
as much amused by my presence, as I was by .. his. The penguins
travel in groups, swimming and diving together. Often, as they start
to dive into the water, it seems as if they were playing a game to see
who would go first. They all rush to the water's edge,and then
suddenly stop. If none of them faU in, they wait, wandering around
the area for a time, and then repeat the performance until one of the
group loses his balance, and topples into the sea.

f

After the trip to the rookery I joined Dr. Bob Nichols and Bob
Dodson in the field to help them with their geological program
They had come back from a 500 mile· sledge trip to Alexander the
[ 33
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OUR CLIMBING RANGE
A

"The Needle"

C ... Unnamed

B

"The Thumb"

o ...

Neny Matterhorn

/

First Island, visiting all of the islands on the way. They were now"
working in the area near camp. The rocks there are mostly granites
of various ages, but there are also lava flows. All were cut by a complex series of dikes, which helped to relate the age of each formation. We lived in tents on the edge of the bay ice, and used dog
teams to travel from one outcrop to another. During this period I
had a chance to reach several of the mountains at which I had been
gazing all year. There was one in particular which I had been thinking about climbing .every time that I flew by. This was called the
"Needle." It was the northernmost spire in the range which we
named "Our Climbing Range." (See picture on page 35.) When on
the first attempt the weather closed in, the whole party had to retreat for fear of getting lost in a snow storm. On a successful second
attempt we reached the top. The peak was appropriately named,. for
the summit was so small that only one man could stand there at a
time. The rock was very loose in places, and the descent we made
by rappeling down over the loosest places. In all, the climb covers
500 feet of rock, some of it very difficult. A few more people ought
to make the climb in order to knock down' the loose rock.
A few days later we attempted the next peak south of the "Needle."
Again the weather was poor, but before 'we turned back, we came to
a place that was so steep, and covered with so much loose rock that we
held a council to decide whether to go on another day or give up
that peak. We finally concluded that, if one needed sneakers to get
up a pitch in the Antarctic, one should turn back.

then returned to base, for the ice was starting to break up offshore,
and we were afraid we might find ourselves cut off or stranded on
an ice flow, if we stayed.
The last few weeks of our stay on the little island were spent in
completing our work and packing up our gear. Many hours were
utilized in thinking of all the things that we would do after the
return to civilization. Our ship was recommissioned, and all of the
scientific instruments, accumulated data, borrowed material, and
personal gear stowed aboard.
We left Stonington Island on the twentieth of February, 1948, and
pointed the bow of the ship due north, a course that we held almost
all the way to Panama. We were, however, not to get home without
trouble. The Antarctic gave us a farewell, which would' make us
think twice before returning. At the tip of the Palmer Peninsula we
ran into a storm that almost kept us· in the southern waters. The
waves were about forty-five feet high, and our little one hundred
eighty-three foot tug rolled as much as fifty-two degrees. For. five
days we were in the grip of this storm. Finally after a hectic voyage
we arrived at Punta Arenas, the ship and those on board undamaged.
We had reached civilization, and sailed north to reach New York
harbor on April 15, one year and three months after our departure
from Beaumont, Texas.

A few days later on the twenty-second of January we climbed the
southernmost peak of the range. It was a snow peak of almo.5t 7,000
feet, rising straight out of the sea. Leaving camp at eleven in the
evening, we made the climb during the night, and returned to base
at noon the next day. This time we had a clear cold day and night.
The first part of the trip we made on skis. We left these at about
2,500 feet, and threaded our way up through the cravasses of an unnamed glacier to a pass above. Out of the pass rose a ridge, which
led to the summit. This ridge varied from climbing in easy snow to
step cutting. Although the whole climb was made in the shadow, the
sun shown brightly for most of the night on the peaks around us.
The colors were magnificent. Extreme cold, near zero, minimized the
danger of avalanches. We made one other long snow climb, and
[ 36 ]
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Scralnbles Amongst the Dolomites
By

FRANCIS

H.

CABOT, JR.

B

EVERLY TUCKER and lin the summer of 1947 prefaced our
visit to the Dolomites with a quick whirl through Verona,
Padua, and Venice, and within a week's time had reached Cortina
d' Ampezzo. Cortina is surrounded on all sides by Dolomites. Their
distinguishing features are that they are composed of magnesian limestone, rise in peaks of a most singular degree of sharpness, and are
streaked by veins of the most startling colors.
We soon befriended a wonderful guide, one Angelo diBona, who
was sixty-eight years old, but still the best in his trade. Among other
accomplishments he had frequently guided King Albert of Belgium
on his visits to Cortina, and used to tell with tears in his eyes the
story of how the king had once stepped by mistake on his hand, and
how he, Angelo, had patiently borne the weight of the boot, 'tricouni
nails and all, without once complaining. He also reeked of garlic,
which was rather disconcerting at times when it was all we could do
to stay clinging to the face of a Dolomite.
In Cortina- and Angelo we had found the ideal combination for
learning thoroughly the fundamentals of rock. climbing. Angelo
scoffed at our claims to have had climbing experience in the Bernina
group earlier in the summer. He considered the Palu nothing
more than a long walk. He took us in hand, and in a mixture of
German, Italian, and English would rout us out of bed "in the morning, take us on one climb after another, teach us patiently to have
confidence in our abilities, and then at night quaff away his wages on
the local beer, sandwiching in a tale or two about King Albert or
some member of the Alpine Club between glasses.
We started out on the Cinque Torri, where one can practice any
"degree of rock climbing one wants; This was a perfect proving
ground. Angelo soon had us running up and down the Torre
Inglese, which to us at first appeared as smooth as marble and absolutely vertical, and after a few· days of this we started on larger
peaks.
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PU NTE FlAM MES

Our two most interesting climbs in Cortina were the Gr~nde Cime
di Lavaredo, colloquially known as the Big Tooth, and the Punte
Fiammes. The Big Tooth is most famous for its north face, which is
quite siruib.r in degree and difficulty to the Eigerwand. Our landlord
in Cortina had been one of the five or six men who had climbed the
face. He was also the coach for the Italian Olympic ski team. When
asked about his feat he would always smile and say, "Oh, it was
highly amusing." We soon found that there was a corollation between the difficulty of a climb and the degree to which it was
amusing; the more impossible the ascent, the more amusing it was.

,

We went up the Big Tooth over a traveled route. It was long and
not especially difficult, and Angelo's careful tutelage stood us in good
stead. The view from the top was superb, and afforded a complete
panorama of the Dolomiti Cadorine in all their many colored
splendor.
The Punte Fiammes, on the other hand, was a teal climb. The great
outcrops of igneous rock that make up the Dolomites are extremely
porous. By this means vertical faces that look impossible are rendered accessible by the numerous handholds afforded in the rock.
The Punte Fiammes was one of these, and for five hours we inched
slowly up its face, enjoying our first really sophisticated climb.
Angelo knew the mountain as well as his own kitchen, and every
time Bev and I would gaze up, and try to figure out how we were
going to get past a certain shelf or overhang, Angelo would lead us
along a clever traverse, and start up another small chimney or crack
which afforded foot and handholds. I shall never forget one such
traverse. Angelo asked us both to belay him, and disappeared around
a bulging overhang. After a few minutes we heard him shout to us
to follow. I started out around the bulge. There was a good handhold about the height of my knees in the form of a thin crack, and
a ledge about an inch wide, jutting out of the face, which was adequate for a toehold. I was progressing well, and had reached halfway around the bulge in the pleasant position of bending slightly over
backwards, when both the toehold and handhold ended, and I could
neither see nor feel any further evidences of suitable holds within
my reach. I do not think that I have ever yearned for a meadow or
even the sidewalks of New York as heartily as I did at that moment,
and I proceeded to experienceschwindeln, which is a mixture of
[40 ]

dizziness, fear, and a cold sweat. I remember distinctly the coldness
of the sweat, and feeling quite proud of it at the time. Angelo
called out reassuringly to come on, avowing that, "Ja, ist ein wenig
schlecht." He instructed me to jump around the remaining part of
the overhang, and, if I fell, I fell; he had me well belayed. I did
what he said, and in a rather awkward scrambling fashion managed
to grab a good handhold just as the rope tightened. Bev underwent
the same experience, and we both decided, as we crept up the rest of
the mountain, thatl we were not quite the climbers we had thought.
That night our landlord greeted us heartily, and told us that now
we were beginning to accomplish things. When he asked us how we
had liked the Punte Fiammes, we both grinned, and replied as nonchalantly as we could, "Oh, quite amusing, thank you."
Innumerable possibilities for good climbing exist around Cortina.
When next I go back, I am determined to try the Little Tooth, a
magnificent vertical tower, and then one of the smooth southeast faces
of the Monte Tofane, a superb giant of a Dolomite, behind which
the sun sets in the evening when you are ,in Cortina.
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A Dog's Life

,,''II

By HENRY S. PINKHAM
Recorded by B. G. FERRIS, JR., and W. 1. PUTNAM
FTER discussing the situation with Andy Kauffman, we decided
to take his advice and accompany him into the Northern Selkirk
Range of British Columbia during the month of July 1948. Having
made this decision, we sat back, and let Kauffman do all the y/ork of
planning and organizing the expedition. This came easily to us, since
Andy had no great problems to contend with; we were not planning
to carry any more than was absolutely necessary, and all he had to
arrange for was our food supply.

A

Fortunately for us Andy is possessed of a very capable wife, who
proceeded to Vernon in June, and arranged for all our food to be on
hand when we showed upon the Gothics Glacier. In order to accomplish this meeting more easily she coordinated with a party under
the leadership of Sterling Hendricks. Both parties employed the same
plane to make two aerial drops, and thereby saved us much packing
time and considerable expense.
With all our advance arrangements taken care of, we took off in
our colossal automobile on July 1st from Boston and arrived at
Golden, British Columbia, early on the 4th of July. Here we stewed
around until Betty Kauffman showed up from the west, and Andy
arrived from the east in the afternoon. Thereupon we piled all our
gear, and food for one week into the car, and took off down the
Columbia River. That evening we camped amid the mosquitoes
across the Columbia River from Swan Creek.
Next morning with great foreboding Ben and Andy extracted the
rubber boat from the trunk of the car, and commenced to idlate it.
This was a task which entailed many strokes of the pump, for our
cartridge of CO 2 had been sheared off at some previous stage of the
boat's history. However, at long last we got the infernal machine
blown· up, and then we stacked most of our supplies into it. At this
juncture my master and ~ndy climbed into the boat, and put on a
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most comical performance, paddling across the swift current of the
Columbia River.. They had, however, been clever enough to allow
for the current in choosing their point of departure, so that despite
the downward trend they landed exactly where they had planned.
After unloading the gear on the far bank, they paddled straight back.
Ben and I then returned with them. We waved farewell to Betty
from the far shore as she drove back to Golden in the car.
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Now we were on our own. We cached the boat and some food in
the trees, then 'carrying as much as the other three thought necessary
or about sixty-five pounds apiece for them, we started up through the
timber toward the hills. Kauffman had a chart that had been made
up by Sterling Hendricks, who had gone up the creek several times
in 1946. The chart proved to be fairly accurate. The bush whacking
up Swan Creek was of the highest quality. I did not find it too bad,
but the characters I was with sweated, and cussed for many miles.
Occasionally we would come upon devil's club, which is terrible stuff,
whereupon we would all clin::tb onto a windfall, and walk the length
of it in order to avoid contact with the prickly leaves. That first night
we camped on the gravel beside Swan Creek, about halfway to the
snout of the Granite Glacier from the river.
Early the next morning we packed up,' and started climbing up the
creek bed again. The going was not very good; we had to do a considerable amount of thrashing around in the timber. Stopping to
consider the route ahead was a mistake, or at least it led to. one. After
consideration we began working up to the south, and eventually
climbed high above the valley bottom, and found ourselves in had
alder slides. In order to get out of them we worked down again,
thereby involving ourselves in an old moraine.. The day was now
getting late, and I, being tired, slipped between two larget rocks. In
getting out I cut my leg, and lagged behind the rest of the party.
When I finally caught up, they had pitched camp where the katabatic
winds fro rn the Granite Glacier would blow the mosquitoes away.
Ben looked at the cut on my leg, and told. the others that it was not
serious. It did, however, hurt, and I would not let on that it was
well for two weeks.
Having gone astray from the prescribed route the day before, we
did not make it all the way to the. spot Sterling had recommended as
camp for our activities in this immediate. area. The next morning we
[ 45 ]

spent packing the remammg two miles up along the lateral moraine
of the. Granite Glacier to a beautiful valley enclosed between the
lateral moraine and the valley wall on the south side of the Granite
Glacier.
From this camp the following day we set out up towards the
Gothics Glacier to see . if the plane would come through, and drop
our food: Apparently they did not like the weather, and neither did
we. After. climbing Sentinel Peak, we went home empty handed.
Next day the plane came through according to plan, and the three
characters from Sterling's party who were in the plane managed to
scatter their gear arid ours over a square mile of glacier. We were
most discouraged, but soon found a surprise package from Betty
which contained a case of beer. With this to alleviate our discomfort,
we managed to carry all of the gear to the two dumps we were to
make, One at Thor Pass and another at Friendship Col. This done,
we loaded ourselves with very heavy loads (1 managed to get away
with no load), and staggered down to the camp at Fairy Meadow.
Now we were -set up in style, spending the next two days in
goofing-off around camp, since the weather was most inclement.
Finally on July 12th the weather cleared sufficiently to encourage
climbing, and we took off across the Granite Glacier towards Mount
Colossal. The only route which was feasible to our way of thinking
lay up ~ sharp snow ridge, which was doubly corniced for part of the
way. As
master was leading, Kauffman was constantly ready to
jump off the' other side of the ridge, should my boss slip. 1 did not
take tooml,lch stock in all their foolishness, and went on ahead by
myself. At noon we were all together on the summit. Here we all
looked over at the peaks of the Windy Range, wondering whether
they were worth a special trip. Then we attempted to fill up the
intervening valley with rocks, but our supply ran out, so we went
home.
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The .next day we built a great stone house. 1 refused to spend
much time inside· it; because some of the rocks in its walls weighed
over one thousand pounds, and might fall on me, but the other
three slept, in it every ,night.
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On the 14th We went up towards Mount Quadrant. 1 did not like
some of th~ overhangs that were on the route, and so 1 stayed at the
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bGttom while lhe other three went to the top, and built cairns on the
other prominent summits of the peak. After making this first ascent,
we traversed the Houdini Needles to Mount Pythias, passing over its
summit at two o'clock in the afternoon. Since the day was still
young, we allowed we had time to climb Mount Wotan. Ben took
over the lead from Kauff, and we charged across the Gothics Glacier
toward it. As our route lay up the southeast ridge, we had to go
part way around the peak. Because the rocks along this ridge were
badly fractured due to intense frost action, the others had a rough
time getting to the summit, but I went up a very steep and slippery
snow slope, reaching the top at five o'clock, ten minutes before the
others ... That night we got home pretty late, but we had made several
first ascents, and had had quite a day.
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Again we had a goofing-off day, and explored some of the features
of the lower Granite Glacier.. This reconnaissance, however, was by
way of preparation for cliinbing Pioneer Peak the next day. Pioneer
Peak had been climbed by Howard Palmer in 19H}, and did not offer
many obstacles. On the way to this peak we stopped to fish a bundle
out of a crevass, where the plane had dropped it. Once on top of
Pioneer Peak we found Mr. Palmer's cairn and his card, then we
looked at the peak, of which he had s1id, "Seen end on, it looked
like a steeple." Descending from Pioneer Peak, we started up the
other side of the col onto the East Peak of the Gothics. This peak
is regarded as one of the most formidable in the entire range, and I
was tied at the end of the easy part, since the others did not feel I
could make the ascent. From the way they talked when they got
back, some four hours later, they were right. They had to make a
very tricky traverse on slab ice, then go straight up a vertical crack
for thirty feet in order to avoid a "step" in the ridge. Once. back on
the ridge they found relatively easy going the rest of the way to the
summit. That night they had sQme sort of celebration back .at camp.
It seems that the 16th of July is Saint Elias Dly, and meant something special to the three of them. Anyway, they killed a bottle of
rum that had been dropped' to them, and they would .n<?t give me
any, because the darned stuff makes me sneeze.
Two days later we left the Fairy Meadow camp after caching all
remaining food for the benefit of Sterling's party when they arrived,
and started across the Gothics Glacier through Thor Pass and down
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to the Adamant Glacier. Some place down here my master spotted
a goat, and Ben killed it with a shot from a distance of half a mile.
This was~ the best fOQd I had on the whole trip, for that goat was
tasty, and fairly tender. That night we made camp on the westside
of Azimuth Mountain, where we had an excellent view of Mount
Sir Sandford and other peaks in that area.
We stayed over at this camp for one day while Kauff and Bill explored the recently exposed bedrock below the snouts of the glaciers
hereabouts, and later in the day we all climbed Azimuth Mountain
to take pictures. On the 20th of July we packed up again and started
up the Howorth Glacier around Palisade Mountain and down onto
the upper Sir Sandford Glacier. As we reached the divide at Citadel
Mountain, we met a thunderstorm which dampened us considerably.
We managed, however, to pick our way down through the ice fall on
the Goat Glacier and into the sunshine below, and there were Sterling
Hendricks and his five companions. Then> ensued quite a discussion
about the various routes each party had taken, and much amazement
was expressed at my presence. Those silly people did not realize
that I am just as good a mountaineer as they will ever be.
That night we camped on the south side of Moberly Pass very
near the spot on which a bear had died, as we were approaching.
During the night I got hungry and decided to have some more of
the goat while the others were asleep. In the morning they noticed
what I had eaten. Although it was only an old piece of skin, they
were angry, hitting me twice.
That day they made me carry a load along the Pyrite Ridge. This
is a very level ridge running north-south at about 9,000 feet. We
had "a wonderful view in all directions and took many pictures, since
the weather was perfect. On the way we saw Mount Argentine and
decided it should be climbed the next day. That night we camped
in Batchelor Pass, well above timberline, and in consequence had
difficulty gathering firewood.
The next day we did it. Argentine was not a very difficult peak,
but getting to it entailed crossing several crevasses, i~to some of
which Ben and Bill felL Argentine Peak has two summits, of which
we first climbed the west, building a large cairn there, and then
went .over to the east peak, which is slightly higher, and found
[ 50)

another cairn already there. We have yet to discover its builder. On
~he way ~own Bill and Ben started an avalanche on a little slope and
J~mped tn. Kauff was in the middle of the rope and was dragged
a~l the way down the slope on his face. We all, except Kauff, got a
bIg laugh out of that episode. That night a mighty thunderstorm
passed overhead, and wet us as we slept.
Now the climbing part of the expedition was over, and we made
tracks to get out of the range. The going was rough all the way,
and we had constant rain, but our spirits were high, because we had
made many first. ascents, and our patience was rewarded by a royal
welcome from BIlly Durand when we arrived at Flat Creek three days
later.

Lloyd George Mountains
By HENRY S. HALL, JR.,
NE hundred and twenty miles southwest of Fort Nelson on the
.,
Alaska Highway a small group of peaks rises to an altitude of
just ten thousand feet, and supports an ice field some forty square
miles in extent. Surveyors may have seen these peaks as far back
as 1893, but it remained for P. L. Haworth in 1916, after a six
weeks' canoe journey from Summit Lake near Prince George on
the nearest railroad, the Grand Trunk Pacific, to see and name
the group for the then war-time British Prime Minister. Photographs in Haworth's book liOn the Headwaters of the Peace
River/ published in 1917, show little of the actual mountains,
but the author's reference to great gleaming snowfields and glaciers
1937 S. L. Diack, going
could not be dismissed from one's mind.
in to hunt big game with Donald "Curlel' Phillips, took a number
of good photographs of the peaks from the air. Ten years later
in July 1947 a party of climbers flew in, landed on Haworth Lake
at the west foot of the group, and in a month's stay climbed the
principal summits, made a rough map, and studied the geology,
botany and glaciation of the immediate vicinity.
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Four of the party, Frank S. Smythe and his wife Nona, Noel E.
Odell, and I flew in on the afternoon of July 2 from Stuart Lake
near Vanderhoof on the Canadian National railway. The plane,
handled by capable b~sh pilot, Pat Carey, then continued on to Fort
Nelson and picked up Rex Gibson, David Wessel, and John H. Ross
who had driven up from Edmonton, landing them on Haworth Lake
a hundred yards from our camp the next morning, and returning to
Stuart Lake the same afternoon after an absence of only twenty-five
hours. Two days later Carey returned with more food and supplies,
and Smythe, Odell, and I made a two hour reconnaissance flight to
the north and east. This flight proved the Lloyd George Mountains
to be the most outstanding for a radius of a hundred miles, but
failed to positively locate the recently named Mts. Roosevelt, Churchill,
and Stalin, though the Lloyd George group was in sight all the time.
A severe storm on the return forced us to land hurriedly on Haworth
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Lake after circling the L. G. summits for altitude determination,
results of which agreed closely with later ground calculations, and
prevented air examination .of another prominent group of glaciated
peaks near Redfern Lake forty miles to the south. ,
Weather was against us from the start. Rain occurred in nineteen
out of twenty-eight days spent. at Haworth Lake. On the bad days
. we diet what we could with local exploration and the specialties of
,the party, viz: botany (Smythe), geology (Odell), amateur surveying by Gibson and Wessel, with overall assistance .by Ross and· me,
and general photography, while Mrs., Smythe presided most efficiently
over the culinary'department at camp.
There ar'e three principal peaks in the group, flsmg at the north'
edge of the ice fields, which We determined from west to east to be
respectively 9,750, 9,800 and 9,400 feet. It was a pity that with so
strong a climbing party these three ascents, and several minor ones,
offered few real climbing difficulties.
Gibson, Ross, and Wessel were the first to set foot on the 8,000
foot ice field, on July 5, and watched us circling above. They had a
bad time on the descent in a storm on treacherous, steep rock. Odell
and I found a curious stagnant glacier with low brush and small
trees growing on its moraine covered surface, only two hours from
camp, occupying a valley with almost vertical 4,000 foot walls, and
heading up under' the West and Central Lloyd George summits.
Haworth Lake we ,determined as about 3,800 feet by average of six
aneroid readings on the flights,.in from Stuart Lake and Fort Nelson.
Our barometer readings, with the lake as a base, checked very closely
with. each other ~n" the ascents .of theWest and Central summits,
9,750 and 9,800 feet. The angles of elevation and depression as read
from each peak to the other confirmed these respective and relative
altitudes., We :had hoped for ten and even, faintly optimistically, for
nearer eleven thousand 'feet.
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On July 15, Gibson, Ross, and I climbed the West Peak, gammg
access to the main ridge by a steep 2,500 foot snow gully and couloir
from Stagnant Glacier, and thence trudged up snow slopes to the
corniced summit. Odell,' Smythe, and Wessel, having chosen to
lraverse the whole length of the ridge, encountered a'. dangerous
avalanche slope on a dip in the ridge and had to turn back. From
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of the Central Peak, and

On the 17th, 10 the best weather in four weeks, all six of us
reached the Central Peak, by a route close under the ice cliffs of the
north· side of Llanberis Glacier, a long slog over the snowfields in
brilliant sun, and an easy climb to the snowcrest summit. The view
for a hundred miles in every direction was fairly impressive and
satisfactory. We may have seen peaks on the eastern fringe of the
Coast Range almost a hundred and fifty miles away. To the east we
could look out over the interior plateau., The Redfern peaks' stood
out well to the southeast, and beyond, perhaps sixty miles away, rose
one quite prominent unidentified rock pyramid. On the descent there
was an exciting minute or two as we dodged occasional falling iceblocks while avoiding a steep pitch of rock and running one at a
time down a slope of freshly strewn blocks the size of one's head
or even body.
A few days later Gibson, Ross, and I, after a none too comfortable
bivouac on the east edge of the ice field, traversed the East Peak.
On the return I walked alone for two hours across the almost uncrevassed neve to avoid a detour and to pick up packs. The steepest
portion of all the ascents' out of the valley bottom was· a hard earth
band of a few hundred feet, where a fall would have been very easy
and probably disastrous.
On July 26 the best actual climb of our stay was made by Odell,
Smythe, and Wesse!. They re-climbed the Central Peak, and then
traversed a narrowing snow ridge to the West Peak. Thunder showers
forced abandonment of a bold plan to try the southeast rock face of
West Peak. Instead they swung around to the easier northeast ridge
and reached the summit by 7 P. M.With glasses from camp we
watched their first few hundred feet of descent' on the now almost
bare ice slope.
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Smythe and Wessel also -climbed Mt. Cloudmaker on the south
side of the lake. While rafting along the shore they were charged by
a large grizzly which leapt out of the bushes and swam to the raft,
but fortunately did not try to board. The cli'mbers were chased down

ODELL
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from near the summit by a severe thunder storm, but continued later
to the top, and next day paddled back to camp without further
adventure.
On July 30th Gibson, Ross, and I flew out to Fort Nelson HI
ninety minutes, and the others flew back to Stuart Lake the same
afternoon. General Eisenhower and the Governor General, Viscount
Alexander, had flown through on their way north the day before.
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The Battle Range, 1947
By

ANDREW JOHN KAUFFMAN, 2ND.

T

HE early explorers of the Selkirk Range have already widely
publicized the intricacies of travel in the remote portions of that
region. And yet, despite their unhappy tales of impassable torrents,
tangled undergrowth and steep mountainsides, they persevered in their
efforts, and succeeded in obtaining a fairly comprehensive picture of
these mountains.
One section, however, refused to yield to the most determined
assaults of explorers and mountaineers. It is known as the Battle
Range. Forming the central apex of an intricate network of peaks
and valleys, its chief somber and imposing summits of granite rise
about halfway between Upper Arrow Lake and the main transcontinental track of the Canadian Pacific Railroad. The name of the
range stems from a half mythical, half historical fang-to-knife battle
between a grizzly bear and a prospector. So stoutly is the region
defended, that of nine separate attempts to reach the main peaks only
one party has to this date succeeded in setting foot on any of the
central summits, and no one, to my know ledge, has yet succeeded in
penetrating the adjoining valleys.
Late in the summer of 1946 my wife and I, accompanied by
Norman Brewster of Glacier, British Columbia, attempted to reach
the Battle Range. like our predecessors, our efforts were defeated.
Nevertheless, this preliminary reconnaissance resulted in the development of a plan, which we put into execution the following year.
Our scheme was to advance from Beaton, on Arrow Lake, up the
Incommapleux, or Fish River, some eighteen miles to a point where
the western flanks of the Battle Range drop sharply to the river. We
then intended to ascend a steep spur of the range, which would lead
us into high country, well above timber line. From this point we
hoped to proceed over the actual crest of the range to the base of its
highest summit, Mount Butters, and, if possible, make the ascent of
that peak.
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During the first week of July, 1947, after a leisurely rail and boat
journey from Revelstoke, Betty Ka~ffman, Norma~ Brew~ter,.and I
loaded our equipment, together w1th three weeks supphes, mto a
truck and started out at dusk up the narrow road which parallels the
Incommapleux River. Some eight miles beyond we pitched camp in
a small clearing at the last human habitation, from which we were to
proceed under more arduous conditions without the benefit of mechanized transportation.
\"0/ e spent the next two days relaying supplies over a rough and
rather overgrown trail to a comfortable trapper's cabiB some eight
miles farther on. The following morning we slashed a path through
thick undergrowth for two more miles, crossed Kelley Creek, a wild
torrent which descends from the Battle Range. We next transported
a first load of supplies to a narrow shelf about 3,000 feet above our
starting point. Thus far the route had been steep, through heavy
bush and over wooded bluffs. No water was available in any form
along the spur, which accounte<:l for our parched. throa:s and swo~len
tongues. For the first time in my climbing expenence m the Selbrks
I longed for the possession of a well-filled canteen.

Two days later, after an extended retracing of the spur, we set up
camp in a narrow cirque at about 6,500 feet elevation. Since much of
the area was still clogged with winter snow, it was some time before
we discovered a suitable campsite.
Bad weather held us under our tarpaulin for most of the following days. On the 12th, however, Norman and I managed t? .carry
out a fairly successful reconnaissance of the route ahead. Ongmally
we had hoped to be able to traverse along a given contour around ~he
sides of the peaks in our efforts to reach Mount Butters. Mergmg
with smooth granite cliffs below, forbidding granite buttresses, which
would yield only under persistent assault. with hammer and pitons,
barred access to further progress on the south flanks of the range.
To the north lay a much more roundabout route, wll,ich, insofar as
we knew, might well be blocked by much the same sort of barrier.
We decided, therefore, to climb over the summit of a 9,500 foot
peak, hoping to be able to descend its eastern slopes with 'sufficient
supplies to set up a camp beyond.
On the 13th carrying light packs, and slightly uncertain in our
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minds about the suitability" of the path selected, we set out into the
unknown. A two or three hour leisurely march from camp placed
us on the summit of the first peak. We named this summit Mount
Beowulf and its sharp neighbor Mount Grendel in honor of the
combat between these two legendary figures. Then, after a short stop
to construct a suitable monument, we descended a steep, de1i.cateslope
of ice and snow into a glacier. basin on the far side.,
(\. second set of supplies was carried over this route and a camp
established in a narrow gap at about 8,000 feet along the .ridge connecting Beowulf with the main summits of the Battle Range. On the
16th after a series of .frightening .cyclonic thunderstorms, which' al-"
most ended the expedition, We set out at dawn for M()Unt ,Butters.

BEOWULF

AND

GRENDEL

PEAKS

FROM

CAMP

I shall not describe in detail the' events of that day, f?r tne.route,
although long, was easy, and our progress satisfactory. After' a false
start, we reached the twin summits of an intefmediate peak of about
9,000 feet elevation, which we named Obstacle Peak, then descended
some 2,000 feet to skirt the flanks of Mount Fafner and its eerie
neighbor, Escalade Peak, a 9,800 foot spire reminiscent of the Bugaboos. The crossing of a long moderate snow slope and of a huge
snow basin at 10,000 elevation, brought us to the base of Butter's
highest summit. This we scaled without trouble, and a moment later
paused for a short delayed lunch at our final goaL To the east the
ridge continued about three miles showing several fine unclimbed
peaks. Below us on the edges bf tne great snow basin lay the three
other summits of Mount Butters. It was too late in the day to scale
them, for we had come a great distance, and several hours of extended ups and downs were to pass before we again returned to camp.
That night we celebrated our success by consuming the reinnants of
our liquor supply. The following morning we retraced 'OUt. steps to
the east summit of Obstacle. Peak, making a halfhearted attempt to
climb Mount Fafner. Our weariness from the exertions of the previous day, together with our memories of the excellent beer supplies
at the Beaton alehouse, persuaded us to abandon this project.
A few days later after several unnerving adventures with the fauna
and torrents of the region we emerged in Beaton, bronzed and
scarred from our experiences. Two weeks had sufficed to take us
through almost impenetrable bush to the summit of the highest
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MT. FAFNIR. ESCALADE PK. AND l-.fT. BUTTERS FROM SCYLLA GLACIER

previously un climbed peak in the Southern Selkirks. And in so doing, we had scaled two additional peaks, formed a rough picture of
the region as a whole, .and inspected in some detail the still finet
climbing which remains to be done.

The A. C. C. Glacier, 1947
By

CERVIN ROBINSON

L~

I (he

THE latter half of July, 1947, some half a dozen members of
Harvard Mountaineering Club joined the Alpine Club of
Canada for its summer camp at Glacier, B. C. To about half of the
H. M. C. group, this was to be their first experience in mountains
higher than Mt. Washington; some two or three had been to previous A. C. C. summer camps.
The particular character of this camp was largely brought about by
two factors. In the first place, it was one of the first post-war camps·
and perhaps the first to attract the many mountaineers who began tc .
climb only after the war. Secondly, the campsite at Glacier has beec
a familiar one to the A. C. C. Thus, while a great number of inex
perienced climbers attended, a shortage of competent leaders wa~
immediately apparent. The result of this situation was that a large
part of the relatively more experienced Harvard men \,'ere asked to
serve as voluntary guides a certain amount of the time.
While the experiences of individuals at the camp varied a lot,
there were two main trains of thought among the H. M. C. men.
Some stuck to the established club climbing system under which members sign up for climbs on a bulletin board and are accepted or rejected
depending on the difficulty of the climb,· their experience, and the
number of leaders in the party. However, the organization of the
camps is such, that almost any kind of climbing is possible within the
region. Thus while one of the expressed aims of the A. C. C. .is "the
possibility of short expeditions and picnics in which photography,
botanizing and similar hobbies make a restful" interlude in the more
strenuous sport of climbing," it is quite possible to take advantage of
the main camp as a base camp for small H. M.C., rather than A. c.c.,
climbs, as those who followed the second train of thought did. These
latter established a curious, bleak little camp on Sapphire Col, and made
several climbs on Mts. Bonney and Swansey as well as climbing the
more usual mountains around Glacier.
The one mountain in the Glacier region the climbing of which was
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essential at the camp was Mt. Sir Donald. To have been at the camp
without climbing Sir Donald' would seem to be pointless. 17 much to
my sorrow, never managed to get up the mountain. Accounts of
having climbed the good knight seem to have been so common that I
think it might be unusual, mildly interesting, and not completely out
of place if I tell how I managed to miss climbing the mountain not
once but twice. On the Saturday, I think, in the middle of the two
week camp period, the date I do not remember and have no intention
of looking up, a first chance at Sir Donald was to be given me.
After the usual three o'clock awakening, breakfast, and start, we were
working our way up the bed of a stream over some stuff which, with
a little pressure, heat, and a couple of geological eras, epochs, or
something would have been conglomerate. However, at one point on
this scramble I took hold of a small boulder which moved, allowing
what might have been the matrix above it to slump. This slumping
started another boulder moving, and this second boulder stopped
only when it came to a point about an inch above the first boulder;
it was niy hand that had stopped it.
It was on the .next Monday, I think, that I thought the swelling in
my hand had gone down sufficiently so that I might try an easy climb
before my next attempt on Sir Donald which was to be on Wednesday. Consequently I signed up for a rather easy climb, that of the
twin peaks of Castor and Pollux. Both are classified by Thorington
as five hour climbs. Suffice it to say that members of this party,
which had arisen at three, returned between twelve the next night
and after sunrise the next day. I never climbed Sir Donald.
However, I enjoyed my stay at the camp a great deal and believe
that, jf handled intelligently, these camps can be quite useful to any
group of H. M. C. men who may attend.
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The Juneau "Ice Cap", 1948
By MAYNARD MILLER and LOWELL CHAMBERLAIN

I

N THE Coast Range of Southeastern Alaska. huge mountain. glaciers

and extensive fields of neve have been and are writing an autobiography of the most interesting and unusual kind. At present,
efforts are being made to read chapters in this history which holds
the answer to many puzzling questions in science. If. properly interpreted, it may well solve problems of meteorology and geology
which bear directly on· climate and even on the economic aspect of
man's everyday life. It is likely that if some of these mysterious
rivers of ice were advanced to the position they occupied less than
two hundred years ago, northern lines of communication and possibly
even villages would be threatened with destruction.
During' the last few decades, the American Geographical Society
has taken the lead in fostering such glacier studies, and, in consequence, some of its recent expeditions have devoted considerable time
to scientific observation. Usually the recreational hopes andadventurous ambitions of these field parties have. been satisfied as well,
Such was the purpose of the first expedition of the Juneau Ice Field
Research Project during late August and through most of September
1948. Field operations were under the co-direction of two former
presidents of the Harvard Mountaineering Club, Maynard M. Miller
of the Department of Exploration and Field Research of the American Geographical Society, and William R. Latady of the Aer':>nautical
Chart Service in Washington, D. C. Miller was also in charge of the
glacial and geological investigations while Latady coordinated the
meteorological program and photography and photogrammetry. Melvin
Marcus, from the Yale Mountaineering Club and a student in the
Depa.rtment of Geology at Yale Universi~y, assisted in the geological
and glacial work, and was the expedition recorder. Lowell Chamberlain, president of the Harvard Mountaineering Club, was. in charge of
Left:

USING A 50' LADDER, INVESTIGATION OF ENGLACIAL
CONDITIONS IN THE CREVASSES AT THE 5700'· LEVEL
OF THE SEWARD GLACIER
Right: SIX FOOT "FIRN PIPES"
Courtesy of American Alpine Journal
Photo's by M. M. MiUer and W. R. Latady
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the equipment and acted as ecologist. W. Lawrence Miner, also of
the H. M .. C. and now at the Stanford Business School, was food
chairman and assistant meteorologist. Anthony Thomas, from Juneau,
Alaska, was assigned by the U. S. Forest Service as technical observer.
Each of these men was experienced in traveling and living on glaciated terrain and equipped to do some form of scientific and observational work. Data accumulated on weather, hard rock geology, glacial
geology, botany, adaptability of the terrain to skiing, etc., is being
used for a detailed and well-integrated study of the high level
geomorphic conditions in this district. These in turn are to be related
critically to conditions seen at lower levels in earlier studies. Except
for the Arctic Institute of North America's "Project Snow Cornice"
in the St. Elias Range, this was the first major attempt to make extensive high level glacier and snowfield studies on the North Ameri-'
can continent. The reason is that almost all efforts previously have
been restricted to observations in the terminal portiom of Alaskan
glaciers. Such an integrated study holds the key to an understanding
of the significant climatic amelioration' the earth is undergoing at the
present time. Glaciers are an ideal vehicle for such research because
they are the most delicate recorders of climatic change man knows.
Locally referred to as the Juneau "Ice Cap," this area lies but a
dozen miles northeast of Juneau; the capital of Alaska. Stretching
thirty to forty miles to the east across the International Boundary into
northern 'British Columbia, it also rims the Lynn Canal for another
eighty miles north towards Skagway. It is the fifth largest ice and
snow field in North America, and is the nearest to any major center
of civilization., A 1926 party led by Father Hubbard crossed the
southwestern portion of this "ice cap," but the 1948 group was the
first to undertake comprehensive explorations within the confines of
the peripheral mountain barrier. The southeastern half of the area
is dominated by a spectacular range of peaks, the highest being 8,584foot Devil's Paw, an impressive four-fingered rock massif rising nearly
a mile above the glaciated surface. Five excellent climbing areas were
found by the party, each affording a variety of enjoyable rock climbing for the mountaineer and also some interesting ice and snow
ascents.
Upper:
"HORN PEAKS" ABOVE EAST TWTN GLACIER
Lower:
DEVIL'S PAW (8854') AND UFPER TWIN GLACIER
Photo's by M. M. Miller and W. R. Latady
Courtesy of American Alpine Journal
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The 1943 program allowed no time for major climb';, but several
minor ascents wele made which introduced us to the fine kind ot
climbing to be had on the beckoning summits of the great rock
runataks which rise so spectacularly above the broad glacial expanse.
Although these mountains are small, they afford a series ,of worth
while one-day climbs from the ice field, and suggest that potentialitie~
of the region as a new and outstanding mountaineering district art
g~eat. Another most enjoyable task was to recon1~oiter the district
from the standpoint of a possible all-summer ski area. This was done
for the interest of Pan American Airways. At the end of August and
well into September superb ski slopes were found affording runs of
two or three miles on the finest granular corn snow. New powder
snow was encountered after September 15, when autumn storms began
to whiten the high country. Extensive areas ideal for cross-country
ski touring were seen and of course lengthy slopes, varying from ten
to forty degrees in inclination, which offered down-hill skiing for all
from the ranks of the most expert to those of the novice. Within
five miles of Taku River and less than thirty miles from Juneau this
is a skiers' heaven. The 1948 camps were easily reached in one day
of hiking from Twin Glacier Lake, and could likewise easily be attained by a twenty-five-minute flight from Juneau. Of course the
area reconnoitered is really but an extension of a similar, though
perhaps less attractive ski terrain on the west side of the "Ice Cap"
and less than twelve miles from the capital city. In late summer
snow conditions in the central and eastern parts of the ice field
seemed to be relatively better.
A number of studies were made to determin ~ the character, apd
nature of the snow and ice cover. Movement ar:.d ablation sti'jJ~es
were placed in the ice field surface to record glacial motion and Ipss
of snow by melting and evaporation. The stakes were carefully oriented from a network of plane table statiors, and future readings will
give an accurate record of what has happeLed since this original
placement of roQ.s., OBservations were made on the position of the
firn line at various locations and of course when" the first winter
snows began to fall at the end of September,just before the party
Upper:
CREVASSES IN JUNEAU ICE FIELD
Lower:
FORBES BANDS, EAST TWIN GT,ACI'2R,
TWIN GLACIER LAKE IN DIST ANCE
Photo's by M, M, ldiller and lV, R Latady
Courtesy of American Alpii;e ]ouma/
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descended to civilization, accurate records were made of snowfall and
meteorological conditions during this important transition period. A
geological map of a portion of the area was also made, and photographic and photogrammetric data obtained from a chain of observation stations. An extensive collection of rock specimens and arctil
and alpine flora was gathered as well. All of the investigations are
important for the proper interpretation of recent shrinkage of glaciers
from this region and for a complete understanding of their relation·
ship to future weather and to eventual changes in the snow and ice
terrain. The studies are likewise being compared with investigations
carried out this year at a similar latitude on the other side of the
earth in southern Patagonia.
The 1948 field season was by no means an effort to accomplish all
..: the work n~cessary to understand the area, nor was it an attempt to
do extensive mountaineering or skiing. It was because of time and
circumstances merely a reconnaissance into this new and little known
district in order to lay the gro~ndwbrk for another party which will
set up large scale operations on the, ice field in 1949. This will permit a continuation of the work star~ed last year, and also a ramifying
program of exploration into other portions of the ice field. It will
giv:e an opportunity for subsurface seismic and englacial investigations,
which should reveal additional data for a better and more satisfactory
understanding of glacier behavior in the region as a whole. Other new
lines of. inquiry will be followed which the preliminary investigation
could not'include. This year's three month field season, from June
through September, should also result in many interesting ascents of
the magnificent granite and metamorphic rock peaks which protrude
'out of the ice and snow in this glacial-alpine paradise. And needless
to say, countless square miles of new and spectacular ski country will
be explored, the like of which at such low elevation during the
summer season probably exists nowhere else in the, western hemisphere .. The accessibility and nearness of this' locality to Juneau is a
most startling fact. Facilities, if properly developed in the area, could
permit a person to be climbing and skiing within one day from
Seattle, a thousand miles to the south and only five hours away by
plane;
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Climbing in the Bugaboos
By

w.

LAWRENCE MINER

T VARIOUS times in early August the different members of our'
party arrived in Glacier to climb in the Selkirks, but the weather
was poor. The weather was so bad, in fact, that, when our last man
arrived, we left by the next train for the better weather of the
Bugaboo region" In Golden we engaged Ray Drown to drive us in
his truck the fifty miles to. Spillamacheen and then the twenty-five
miles over the old lumber road to the Bugaboos. As others have
testified before, the road after Spillamacheen is truly a rugged road.
A car cannot make it, and stay intact. It took us five and one-half
hours to make it. Late in the afternoon of August 12th we arrived
at the Bugaboos; five of us, Hank Grunebaum, Andy Griscom, Cervin
Robinson, Randy Ornstein, and 1.

A

The following morning we packed up half our supplies" to Boulder
Camp at timberline, which was to be our base camp. We then returned in the tide of one of those pleasant mountain showers, and the
next morning packed up the rest of the gear. After making camp,
we started a reconnaissance of the slopes towards Pigeon Spire. Gentle
showers washed us back to camp. For three days now thunde.rstorms
had consistently gathered around two in the afternoon. Considering
this significant, we started all our climbs early enough to be off' the
mountain by two.
The next morning we started· for Pigeon Spire, passing the. impressive Snowpatch Spire to the west, and continuing up the neve of
the Bugaboo Glacier. We left the snow at the base of. the southwest
ridge, following the usual route. Changing to sneakers, we roped up.
in two ropes and commenced a' very enj oyable climb. The climb is
not difficult, but requires a variety of technique, and offers some
pleasant exposure. One hour and twenty minutes after leaving the
snow we were clustered on the. small summit in a chilling breeze.
Clouds were gathering and hastened our return to boots. We ate a
quick lunch and were on the' neve slopes when the storm winds
picked up and lightning sparked.
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The following morning we headed for Crescent Spire to climb
its several toweLS and the main massif. Passing over the CrescentTIastpost Col, we changed to sneakers and scrambled to the summit of
tbe first tower. The second tower, a thumb of the first, was the most
difficult. A courte-echelle was used to obtain an insecure position in
a downward flaring crack. \1Vith considerable straining and groaning
a belay spot was reached above and through the crack. The second
lead, involving interesting exposure and a retable movement without
footholds, led to the top. The third tower had an easy way up the
north side, but we preferreq to try a more interesting crack on the
south face. Four rather difficult leads brought us to the summit.
These two climbs provided the best rock work we encountered in the
Bugaboos. We remained roped while climbing the fourth tower, but
nnroped to scramble up the fifth tower and the long summit ridge.
The v.eather this day was perhaps the clearest I have seen in the
mountains, acd the climbing was good.
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The next morning we arose at four for our ascent of Bugaboo
Spire. The SnowpatchcBugaboo Col was easily reached, but not without a few doubtful moments caused by rock avalanches. At the col
we changed to sneakers, but did not rope up until we scrambled to
the first real chimney some 700 feet up the ridge. Except for two
moderate chimneys before the famous gendarme we moved in unison,
using two ropes of two. There were five pitons in the gendarme and
a karabiner. We used three pitons for safety, and acquired a karabiner. There are many detailed accounts of the regular route around
the gecdarme describing each handhold and foothold. It was an interesting pitch, but it was the opinion of our party that its difficulty has
been greatly overrated. From the gendarme to the summit is straightforward and enjoyable. We left a fixed rope at the lower summit to
facilitate the return up a fifteen foot vertical pitch. We reached the
summit about ten, two hours and twenty-five minutes from the col.
The day again was beautiful and· the climb exceedingly pleasant.
As we sunned on the summit we all looked hopefully at Snowpatch
Spire. But, although we did not know. 'it, our good weather was over.
Five days later we broke camp in the rain, waved good-bye to the
spires in their new cloak of snow, and packed down the trail to the
roael The next day found us back in ci~ilization.
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Attempt on Mt. Vancouver, 1948
By

ROBERT

S.

MCCARTER,

'46

lTV ATED on the southeast corner of Yukon Territory ort the
Alaskan boundary is the highest unclimbed mountain in North
America, Mt. Vancouver. Rising straight from the vast Seward Glacier
on the south and east, and from the Hubbard Glacier on the north,
the possible routes on Mt. Vancouver are limited and spectacular.. As
the north face consists of huge snow fields and successive hanging
glaciers, and the south is a sheer 9,000 foot drop, the long north-west
ridge of rock and ice offers one feasible route to the summit. Last
summer four H. M. C. members, Maynard Miller '43, John Ross '47,
Francis Magoun "50, and I attempted this ascent.

S

This mountaineering contingent was only part of the Arctic Institute of North America's expedition, "Snow Cornice," led by \"'{falter
A. Wood. The expedition was primarily carrying on research in
glaciology, as well as studying and testing clothing, equipment, and
over-snow transportation, and, undertaking photogrammetric survey
work of the area. All personnel and equipment were flown to the
Seward Glacier from Yakutat, a distance of about sixty airline miles.
The glacier, a snow field of seven or eight hundred square miles, is
flanked by the impressive mountains of the St. Elias Range. To the
south is Mt. Cook (13,700 ft.), to the southwest Mt. Augusta
(14,070 ft.), to the northwest Mt., Logan (19,850 ft.), the largest
mountain mass in the, world, and to the east Mt. Vancouver (15,720
ft.). We set base camp on a nunatak at the base of Mt. Vancouver.
During the next few weeks the various groups worked on their
projects from camps situated as far as fifteen miles away.
By the middle of August we were ready to attempt Mt. Vancouver.
Preparations moved rapidly. Three loads were to be dropped on the
mountain, one in a cirque at 8,500 feet, the second on the long snow
ridge between "Institute Peak" and the summit, and the third higher
up to increase the margin of safety. The route would be from base
camp (6,000 ft.) to the cirque and Camp I, thence up the spectacular
ice ridge, over "Institute Peak" to the second drop and Camp II at
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around 12,500 feet, and finally four miles up a fairly gentleridge to
the summit. The first drop was highly successful, placing the load
far up in the cirque, below the bergschrund. Then came a great
disappointment; the Norseman would not climb high enough to permit dropping the second load. The one alternative was to drop it in
the cirque with the first load. This drop, as we later. discovered, was ;
unsuccessful, for the high wind must have carried the parachute over
the ridge and down some 3,000 feet to the Hubbard Glacier.. With
the remaining load we returned to the glacier air strip to land.
During the afternoon the nevle softens to almost a slush, and on
the 15th of August, a particularly hot day, the Norseman was empty
except for the one drop load. These combined conditions produced a
near disaster for the expedition. When the plane lande~, the drag
on the skis was greater than usual, for there was no. weight inside to
keep the tail down. The propeller bit into the snow, slowly the plane
rose up on her nose, then over on her back. Fortunately no one was
injured, but the task of righting the airplane and putting her into
flying condition seemed impossible. If it was impossible, then fifteen
men faced a long difficult trip out over an unexplored route of snow
fields, divides, and heavily crevassed glaciers.

Frctncis P. Me/golln, III

C()lIrteJY oj Appetlctchiet

NORTH RIDGE OF MOUNT VANCOUVER FROM THE .WEST

At three on the morning of the 16th, carrying light loads, and led
by Mal Miller, we left base camp for Camp I in the cirque. Skis
provided easy going across three miles of crevassed glacier. Leaving
the skis at the base of the ice-fall below the cirque, we ascended the
near-by rocks. By nine-thirty we reached the drop, but the clouds
had moved in, and the visibility was rapidly approaching zero. A
few hours later we had leveled out a platform, and pitched the
double Meade tents below the bergschrund. As the weather remained
poor, we spent the rest of the day in our sleeping bags.
August 17. Awoke at 4:00 A. M., but the storm continued outside. Arose at 9 :00, and prepared to move up, if the weather improved. Our plan now was to put Camp II as high on the mountain
as possible, then attempt the summit on the following day. By poon
the weather had cleared; we packed up one tent, a stove, and rations
for at least three days. After some little difficulty crossing the
bergschrund we reached the lowest point on the ridge, which to the
west rises to "Arctic Peak," and to the east ends at "Institute Peak"
more than 4,000 feet above. The ridge presented a picture of steep
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Francis P. Magoun, III

ON THE WEST RIDGE OF MOUNT VANCOUVER

Robert McCarter
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NORTH RIDGE OF MOUNT VAI\JCOUVER
At 9,000 feet

ice pitches with apparent knife edge sections between pitches; at only
one place did it afford a level platform.
For the first two hours the climbing was not difficult, and we
moved along at a fair rate, Ross and Miller on one rope, and Magoun
and I on the other. Fortunately the snow was soft, and consequently
step cutting was unnecessary. On the first difficult pitches we joined
both ropes. Following that pitch was a traverse which necessitated
crampons. We wore crampons the rest of the day. Altogether there
were three quite steep and lengthy pitches, the last of which, 200 feet
high, we ascended just before sunset, having left a fixed rope on the
lower portion. Above this pitch we dug in Camp II on a fifteen
degree slope.
August 18. Arose at 4:00 A. M.; the temperature was down to
twelve degrees. Magoun was feeling weak, so Miller, Ross, and I
left after breakfast for the summit. Camp II was at 12,500 feet;
"Institute Peak" was less than 1,000 feet above us, but a good many
miles separated the peak from the summit. For the first hour we
ploughed through deep powder snow in the lee of the ridge. As
soon as possible we climbed back on to the ridge, which was now a
knife edge. Then came the worst pitch of all, the top. of which
sloped at sixty-five degrees. That was the last of the technical climbing difficulties. The going was easy up to "Institute Peak," near the
summit of which we rested at ten-thirty. After traversing around the
north side' of the peak, we gained the long wide ridge which connects "Institute Peak" and the north summit of Mt. Vancouver. Here
a strong wind was blowing across the ridge. After another half mile,
we had the choice of trying to remain on the ridge or of taking a
route in the lee of the ridge but in deep powder snow. For an hour,
we stayed on the ridge, chopping steps, and advancing very slowly
over sheer ice slopes and verglaced rock. When our·" progress along
the ridge became too' slow, we retraced our steps, and tried the other'
alternative. For over an hour we took turns breaking trail thrpugh'
the powder; at 3:30 the summit seemed as far away as it had been
two hours before. We had been traveling hard all day, stopping
neither for pictures nor for rest, but there was no doubt in our minds
about going on. With the summit 2000 feet above and well oveca
mile distant' we wearily turned back.. The wind had picked up, driving
the snow and reducing the visibility. The return to high camp was a
miserably cold. trip.
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Courtesy of Appalclcbia

Francis P. Magoun, 111

It was now obvious that a Camp III was necessary. Hence Miller
decided that we must descend to Camp I, in order to replenish supplies for establishing a higher camp.
August 19. Discovered that Ross had frost-bitten both feet in
yesterday's attempt. Magoun was feeling in fair shape, so Miller,
Magoun, and I started down to Camp 1. The pitch below Camp II
had iced up, necessitating three hours of step chopping and belaying.
The wind was strong, and the weather rapidly deteriorating. Magoun
felt sick and extremely weak again, so that we returned to Ca~p II,
arriving there in the afternoon. As supplies were running low, we
decided to evacuate high camp the next day for the safety of all
concerned.

every way, yet it offers difficulties similar to those encountered in the
ice gullies of Huntington Ravine. The ridge up to "Institute Peak"
is primarily an ice climb, and presents technical difficulties. I am
certain that a party which puts a high camp between "Institute
Peak" and the summit will succeed in making the ascent.'

August 20. Packed up, and started down the ridge. Much slower
descending than ascending, as the route had iced up considerably.
This necessitated continuous crampon work, belaying, and step cutting. Each pitch took several hours, and more than occe ice pitons
were used. After the last difficult pitch we left the ridge before
reaching the saddle, and descended rotten rock to 200 feet above the
cirque in which lay Camp 1. Here we encountered ice again. Two
lengthy rappels brought us to the bergschrund, and we arrived at
Camp I at 7:30 P. M.
August 21. As the time allotted to the expedition was running
out, Miller and Magoun descended to base camp to see whether
enough time remained for another attempt; if so, Miller would return
the next day with more men and supplies. Ross and I remained at
Camp I because of the possibility of another attempt to reach the
summit.
August 22. Miller had not returned, therefore, as prearranged,
Ross and I began evacuating Camp 1. In the midst of a high wind
'IRe cached the remaining food among the rocks at the saddle of the
ridges 300 feet above camp, then packed the tents and equipment,
and descended to the Seward Glacier base camp, where the boys
welcomed us with a bottle of 151 proof rum.. We learned that the
plane had been righted, tied together with two-by-fours and bailing
wire, and flown to Yakutat. A week later it returned, and the expedition left the Seward Glacier.
Mt. Vancouver still remains a challenge. It is a big mountain in
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Alpina Minora
(This column will merely attempt to give an outline of alpine,
accomplishments by members of the Club that are not described in
the preceding articles.)
1947
R.S. McCARTER, '46, C. BROKAW, '43, and M. M. MILLER,
' 43, made the first seasonal ascent of the Grand Teton in late June.
The ascent. was made by the usual route, but the party reported
severe ice conditions.
H. B. WASHBURN, '33, led "Operation White Tower" to Mount
McKinley and reached both the North and South Peaks. "Operation
\'V'hite Tower" was primarily a scientific undertaking and met with
notable success in their surveys and cosmic research.
lEo BRASSERT, '49, made the following ascents in the Alps:
Piz Palu, Ortle, Konigspitze (Via the E. ridge-the first since 1936),
Schreckhorn', Monch, and the Matterhorn.
,
I. FISK, '50, while at the A. A. C. camp at Glacier, B. c., climbed
Mt. Swanzy, Clark Peak, Mt. Sir Donald (NW arete), and made the
first ascent of Temple Mountain (c. 10,000') near Lake Louise.

I
f

,I

I
I
f

Long's Peak via the Stettner's Ledges route on the east face, and
rock climbing in Yosemite.
W. V. G. MATHEWS, '43, H. C. KING, '49, with F. BECKEY
and R. WIDRIG of the Seattle Mountaineers list the following
ascents in late June and early July; a new route on the Grand Teton
by the south face, first ascent of Overhanging Tower in the Wind
Rivers, and several first ascents in the Sawtooth Group of Idaho.
1949
M. M. MILLER, '43, is leading an expedition of the American
Geographical Society in the Patagonian Andes for the purpose of
corellating Alaskan and Patagonian glacier studies; Accompanying
him are Dr. R. NICHOLS, of Tufts College and four geologists from
the Argentine Museum of Natural Sciences. The area under study ~s
situated between Lago Argentina in the South to Nahuel Huopt,
some 1,500 km. to the North. The party will have been in the field
for three months when it returns to the United States in May.
W. L. PUlNAM, '45, is leading an expedition to the Saint Elias
Range of southeastern Alaska this summer. It
ho~ed th~t Mounts
Cook and Vancouver will be climbed. ParhClpatlllg wdl be D.
MICHAEL, '48, A. GRISCOM, '49, W. V. G. MATHEWS, '43,
F. P. MAGOUN III~ '50, F. BECKEY and H. C. KING, '49.

!s.

G. L BELL, '48, W. GRIFFITH, '46, A. F. RIGGS, II, '46, and
R. GLOVEY (A. M. C.) pioneered several new routes on and
around the Rock of Ages in the Tetons, made the second ascent of
Pingora in the Wind Rivers, Gannett Peak in that same group, and
the following peaks of main Teton group: Grand Teton, Middle
Teton, South Teton, Mt. Owen, Teewinot Nez Perce, Disappointment Peak, and Symmetry Spire. Our Teton correspondent reports that
the group had to contend with an average of two storms per peak.
1948
G. McNEAR, '50, climbed the E. and Exum ridges of the Grand
Teton, the North Face of Teewinot, Symmetry Spire by the Southwest
ridge.. This was followed by an ascent of the Devil's Tower and
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Obituaries
CHARLES SHIVERICK II
1925 - 1947
Born in Cleveland and prepared at St. Paul's School, Charlie entered
Harvard and the Mountaineering Club in the fall of 1946. Following
his discharge from the Field Artillery in the spring of that year he
started climbing actively during that summer. He became an active
member of the A.C.C. and climbed with Hans Fuhrer around Mt: Robson and in the Tonquin Valley. He climbed actively with the H.M.C
on ill local climbs and in the spring of 1947 was elected treasurer.
He did much to organize the first H.M.C Coast Range expedition
and prior to his death in the avalanche on Mt. Serra made a number
of first ascents, including Mt. Isolation which has now been re-named
Mt. Charles Shiverick; a fitting memorial to a man who did so much
for the Club in the post-war reorganization.

ALLSTON BURR
1867 - 1949
Graduating as Treasurer of his class, 1889, Allston Burr led a full
and successful life. An investment banker by profession, he was also
president of many charitable and philanthropical interests. Between
1917 and 1921 Burr was chairman of the Boston chapter of the
American Red Cross. He was an outstanding member of the Alumni
Association, his service to the University being exemplified by his
chairmanship of the Harvard War Memorial Committee for World
War 1. In 1942 he received the Alumni Association's annual medal
for outstanding service to Harvard; Burr was the third man to receive
this award.
As a climber, mostly in the Alps, until the age of seventy, his record
there had been outstanding. He was at one time Treasurer of the
Amer,ican Alpice Club, and belonged to the A. c., H. M. c., S. A. c.,
C A. F., and A. M. C. His considerable alpine library of over 300
volumes has come to the H .. M. C. He was a man of extraordinary
modesty and held in highest esteem by those who knew him best. He
climbed as he did everything else, intensely, safely, and well. Allston
Burr was unquestionably one of the ablest and most thorough of the
older generation of American mountaineers.
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